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Last American Forces
Leave Vietnam Today

Pork Prices Take
Record Decline;
Beef Also Falls

have four carriers with a total
of 200 strike planes within
range of Vietnam, and the Pentagon said there are 202 B52
bombers at Guam and Thailand
and more than 400 Air Force
and Marine fighter-bombers in
Thailand.
foday's departures left a
total of 1,034 uniformed American military men in Vietnam,
lucludirig 825 members of the
r.S. delegation to the Joint Military Commission, 159 Marine
guards at the U.S. Embassy
and 50 military attaches at the
Embassy.
The Joint Military Commisnon made up of the United
States, North and South VietThe 7th Fleet was reported to nam and the Viet Cons( was re-

SAIGON (API — The last
American forces pulled out of
South Vietnam today after
tnore than a decade of mihtary
intervention that cost 46,000
U.S. lives. The departing cornnuinder said the United States
had accomplished its limn of
a
Communist
stopping
takeover
As,..the last 2,500 GIs flew
home or to other bases in
Southeast Asia, strong American air and naval forces remained on the perimeters of Indociuna to keep up the war In'
Cambodia and to discourage a
resumption of major fighting in
South Vietnam and Laos.

By LEE GOULD
on hogs has been so drastic
Associated Press Writer
that it requires inunedia
The National Farmers Organ- lion," NFO President Oren
ization has told its members to Staley said tri Corning, lo
withhold hogs, cattle and lambs The NFO aLso called for farfrom the market starting today mers' meetings in 15 cities
because of a record drop in hog Friday to determine future
prices and a decline in cattle action.
The NFO has never released
The influential farm group membership figures, but a
took the action Wednesday spokesman in Corning said he
night because "the price drop believes the organization has
members in all 48 contiguous
states.
The falling prices came as
plans for a nationwide meal
boycott next week gained support. In San Francisca Wednesday, ,on la perms paraded
at the Federal Dendhig plaza
ma shouted- prelgil lidt- to eat
meat next week and on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
Let me 1:11110Milinan know thereafter
right now Whim you stand on
"We want to see the meat
the Battle of the Budget Write, rotting in the packing house
wire or call your Represen- lockers and maybe we'll get actative or Senator and ask him to tion," said Ray Alper of the
get behind President Nixon's Consumer Federation of Calirecommended budget cuts so fornia
that Federal spending, taxes
(See Pork, Page 121
and inflation can be held down
The Battle of the Budget is one
battle that must not be lost

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

People cm fixed incomes
should by all ITVAIM WTOt and
express themselves. Every
time the Federal budgtit goes
up, it means more taxes for
everyone to pay

Theoretically, Senators and
Congressmen should receive a
mandate from their constituents on every issue that
comes up so they will know how
to vote
The president is cutting out
some programs in order to stay
within the budget, and this is
what is causing all the uproar

WINS SCHOIARSHIP—Johnny Scott, coo of Mrs and Mrs. Jabs Ed Scott, is the winner at the
annual scholarship given by the Creative Arts department of the Illirray Weases's Club. "This asnual award is given to a senior high school student shawl.' the emit poteattal,"• woman's club
spokesman said. Above is one of Scott's paintings which is currently being exhibited at the Woman's
swamis. The
Clubhouse along with other works from Murray High and Callow. County High Sebsel
exhibit will be open to the public from 2:30 p.m to 5 p.m. today and Friday aid front I p.m. to I p.m.
Saturday

Bicentennial Symposium
Opens At Murray State
In the six months following
the signing of the American
Declaration of Independence on
July 4, 1776, the various reactions of the BriUsh served
obscure the
mainly to
significance of the document,

Rev., Mrs. Myers
-Preach Here

Rev. and Mrs Richard Myers
of New Albany, Ind., will be
preaching at the New Conord
Gospel Singing Sunday Pentecostal
Church on Saturday and Sunday, March 31, and
At Pleasant Grove
April 1.
Services will be held Saturday
The Gospel-Aires and The
New Cavillers will be featured at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at ten
in a singing at the South a.m. Mrs. Myers is the former
United Sue Cain, graduate of 'New
Grove
Pleasant
Methodist Church on Sunday, Concord High School.
The public is invited to attend
April 1, at 130 p.m.
church
The public is invited to attend, the services, a
spokesman said
a church spokesman said.

We think Federal spending
should be held to a minimum
and by all means, the government should spend no more than
what it takes in. Any government or anybody who spends
more than they take in, is
headed for deep trouble.

placed today by a comrrussion
made up of South Vietnam and
the Viet Cong. The 825 men of
the U.S. delegapon are scheduled to leave tha country..Fri.day and Saturday. The United
States tried to extend the life of
the four-party group, but nobody else agreed.
At a 20-minute ceremony
closiingi,down the U.S Command after more than 11 years
of operations in Vietnam, the
departing commander, Gen.
Weyand, deFrederick C
clared.
"The rights of the people of
the Republic of Vietnam to
shape their own destiny and to
provide for their self-defense
have been upheld."

North Vietnam Frees Last 67
U.S. Prisoners Of War Today

Almo PTC To Hold
Supper On Monday

The Almo Parent-Teacher
Club will have a potluck supper
at the school on Monday. April
2, at seven p.m
Special guests will be the
teachers as • part of the obHere's where to write
servance of National Teacher
Appreciation Week
U.S. Senator Walter "Dee"
Four-H projects will be on
Huddleston Di
display and will be judged at the
Bldg.,
Office
State
meeting.
Washington, D.C. 30610
Marvin Harris, County °sun
U.S. Senator Marlow Cook Clerk, will be at one of the
(R)
mobile units outside the
State Office Bldg., Washington, building on Monday night to be
D.C. 20510
available for persons to register
Congressman Frank A. to vote in the new
votes
Stubblefield D1
the
for
reregistration
1514 House Office Bldg.,
November election.
Washington, D.C. 20510
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Miller To
Speak At
Lions Meet

the director of the William L.
Clements Library of Americana
at the University of Michigan
said here last night
Dr. Howard H. Peckinan. who
also is a professor of history se
the University of Michigan. told
more than 150 teachers and
students of American history
participating in the second
American Revolution Bicentennial Symposium at Murray
State within the past six months
that
'The British failed to comprehend the depth of American
feelings about independence
while they deceived themselves
about the strength of Loyalist
sentiment and numbers.
"They were unable to
imagine a commonwealth of
nations under one king, and the
beam of light which the
Declaration cast on a new order
(See Bicentennial, Page 12)

eitiowey County Judge
Robert 0 Miller will be one of
Me three featured speakers at
the pint convention of the
Kentucky Lions Districts 43-K
and 43-E which meets Saturday
and Sunday at Lake Barkley
State Park.
_Harry J. Asian, Third YiCe
President of Lions International
and Thomas S. Waller, Sr., a
member of the firm of Waller,
Whitlow,
and
Threlkeld
together with Judge Miller are
the principal speakers for this
convention.
The two districts in West
Kentucky are composed of
seventy-five Lions Clubs with a
membership of more than 2,500
members.
Judge Miller will speak at the
Saturday Luncheon at Lake
Barkley,

CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines ( APi—North Vietnam
freed its last 67 US. prisoners
of war today, and two giant
C141 transports brought them
to Clark Air Base for their first
step on the way home
The release of the 67 cleared
the Communist prisons in Indochina of the 517 Americans
Hanoi had reported were captives at the signing of the
cease-fire agreement two
months ago But the Viet Gong
turned up another man who
will be freed this weekend.
The first C141 from Hanoi
landed 40 men early tonight in
a driule that failed to dampen
the enthusiasm of a cheering
crowd of 800 Americans.
The second C141 touched
down 42 minutes later with the
other V.
"This is a day of joy and
-ehiorman1311 the

first flight, Air Force U. Col.
James W. O'Neill, 42, of Las
Vegas, Nev., told the exuberant
crowd. "What could be more
joyous than to be delivered
from your enemies and return
to your friends
'The pride we have in our
nation and our government
could not be greater. And this
day justifies our faith POWs

Sid Easley
Files For
Re-Election

Sid Easley,Incumbent County
Attorney, has filed for reeinctkin, according to Marvin
Bemis, county court clerk
Easley is in his first term of
office, after practicing in
Murray tor one' year, and
serving as judge advocate in the
Air Force for thee years Easley
retired from the Air Force with
the rank of Captain.
A graduate of Sedalia High
An appreciation banquet will
be given for Lottie Denham, School, Easley graduated from
who is retiring from the Hazel Murray State University and
Post Office after 38 years of the University of Kentucky Law
service, Friday night at School.
Gallimore's Cafe in Hazel.
He is married to the former
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller will be the guest speaker Melissa Henry. The Easley's
at the event, which will begin at have two children, Eric, three,
and Don. one.
7 p.m.

Lottie Denham To
Be Honored Friday

never have a nice day, but we
get one great day. Each of us
thanks all of you for this unforgettable day."
All the men on the first flight
appeared healthy and smiled
broadly, but several had been
injured and saluted with their
left hands. One of them, Air
Force Capt. Keith H Lewis, 33,
of Goldsboro, NC, was on
crutches.
Security was more relaxed,
and a number of teen-age girls
were allowed to rush up to the
prisoners and hand them bracelets bearing their names.
Another 82 POWs released
Tuesday and Wednesday in the
ftmil phase of the prisoner repatriation were already at
Clark
Military officials said they
would begin leaving for home
Friday, with 2Z military men
and.ave civilians treed by the
Viet Cong to depart &IL
Although Hanoi said earlier
that the men freed today were
the last American POWs held
by the Communists, the Viet
Cong announced that one more
(See Vietnam, Page 12i

Two plays will be presented
by the seventh and eighth
grades of Hazel Elementary
School on Friday, March 30, at
in the school
7:30 p.m
auditorium.
"Sadie Shaw From Arkansas" will be the play by the
Jane
seventh grade, Mrs.
Cothran, teacher.
Members of the cast are Rex
Jackson, Tammy Milton,
Felecia Rhodes, Shane Tidwell,
Brad Cook, Gina Crabtree,
Carla Roach, Paulette Hooks,
Billy Harrell, Danny Hutson,
Danny Rogers and Cindy
Master&.
The eighth grade play, "Itchin' To Get Hitched," will be
directed by Mrs. Kay Lowe,
teacher.
Cast members are Cheryl
Holsapple, Tern Erwin, Kevin
IMP
Wilson, Rhonda Stone, Ken
First place winners in the fifth-sixth grade division of the Science Fair were Keith Farley, Steve Roach, Bryan Scott, Steve
Hutson, and Joni Shelton.
Gough, Mike Potter, Davis Stripling. Mike Kurz, Julie Miller, and Sharon Whaley.
—
The admission will be 25 and
50 cents and the public is urged
to attend, according to Roy
Cothran, principal.

Science Fair Held At Murray Middle School

The annual Murray Middle
School Science Fair was held
Tuesday, with approximately
200 fifth, sixth, seventh, and
eighth grade students entering
130 projects.
March will not be with us
At the awards ceremony and
much longer.
open house, held Tuesday night,
first, second, third and fourth
Aad,the grass is getting taller
place ribbons were presented in
and it keeps raining.
botony, zoology, chemistry,
geology and physics. The
"Reading poetry in trangrades were separated into fifth
slation is like kissing a woman
seventh and
veil"...Jewish and sixth, and
through a
eighth grade divisions.
Quotation.
First place in seventh-eighth
botony went to Doug
grade
Isaac Stern once told Jack
Crafton for his project, "Effects
Benny: "Ye know, when you
nonof phosphate and
walk onto the stage in white tie
seed
on
detergents
phosphate
and tails, you actually look like
germination." Second place
one of the world's great
went to Kent Harmon, third to
have
you
violinists. It's a shame
Bill Wilson, and fourth to
to play."
Suziume Cornwell.

Awards for fifth-sixth grade
zoology were Julie Miller, first
place, for her "Ants- project;
Steve Underwood and Hal
Hendricks, second place; Mrs.
Wager's class, third; fourth
place was a tie between Judy
Outland, and Stacie Fulton and
Susan Crass
First place in seventh-eighth
grade zoology went to Craig
Klein for his project —1-he effects of pH on brine shrimp,"
second place went to Joey
Grasty; third place was a tie
between James Jennings and
Tim Giles; and fourth place
went to Tommy Shown and
Kevin Mott.
grade
fifth-sixth
The
chemistry top honor went to
Mike Kurz, David Stripling, and
Mike Potter, for their porject
"Electroplating." Second place

was taken by lass Adams and
Kim Mastly; third place, Karen
Brandon and Jane Bell: and a
tie for fourth between the teams
of Artie Perry and Amy Doran,
and Steve Underwood and Hal
Hendricks.
Awards for seventh -eighth
chemistry were, first place,
Andy Harrell, for his project,
"Ion exchange fuel cell,"
second, David Mathis, third,
Mike Russell and Dee Ann
Thornton; and fourth to Sandra
Robertson and Sherri Crawford.
In fifth-sixth grade geology,
there was a tie for first between
Keith Farley, with his project
"The solar system," and
Sharon Whaley with her project
"Micropaleontology." Second
place went to Jon Alexander,
(See Science, Page 12,

For years now comedienne
Phyllis Diller has been going to
a beauty parlor and getting
expensive facial treatments.
Finally she asked her hairdresser why after so many
years the isn't getting any
better looking. He looked at her
fora long time, shook his head
and said, "I think you've built
up an immunity."

Bro. John Dale To
Be Speaker At Meet

The Weather
Mostly cloudy with light
shaWan likely and a chance of
thundershowers tonight and
Friday. Low tonight in the low
to mid 50s. High Friday in the
low to mid 60s. Saturday cloudy
with continued chance of showers.

Two Plays Will Be
Presented Friday
At Hazel School

paver,
First place winners in the seventh-eighth grade division of the Science Fair were Alison w
Anne Gregory,Doug Cranes,Craig Klein,The Harrell,and Andy Harrell.

Approximately 250 students entered 130 projects in the annual Middle School Science Fair, held this
and fourth places.
week. These students were the ribbon-winners for first, second, third,
Staff Photos by David Hill

Bro. John Dale will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting to
be held at the New Liberty
Church of Christ starting
Sunday, April 1, and continuing
through Tuesday, April 3.
Services will be held Sunday
at 10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. and
on Monday and Tuesday at 7 30
p.m. Bro. Dale is minister of the
New Providence Church of
Christ.
John Oliver will direct the
song service and invites the
public to attend.

- -
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merican Unity Sought
Myers ociatinrsal
Lt, Cot. Armand
Air F
him
City, Tex., is grateful for all the gifts offered
prison.
se
Vietname
after his release from a North
besides the
But he said he would prefer something
on
lavished
vacations
and
s,
television
radios,
cars,
returning POWs.
"I would prefer that ways could be found to
in
direct these funds toward restoring unity
your
express
to
want
you
"If
said.
Myers
"
America,
gratitude. I ask each of you to take some positive
(Tex.)
step toward building America."—Beaumont
Journal

FTC, Take Note!

cessful ..and prompt.
Moreover, one can but wonder how long it will be
before the FTC takes cognizance of other products,
on which some of the self-same defendants use
identical high-handed artificial pricing methods.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—A State
Civil Defense Emergency
Operations Center and office
building is to be constructed in
West Frankfort at an estimated
cost in excess of a million
dollars.
Half of the cost is to be
provided by the Federal
Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency through the Kentucky
Division of -Civil Defense with
the other half coming from state
government.
The new buildings is to be a
two-story masonry structure
located in the master complex
known as Boone National Guard
Center. This location places the
building within the proximity of
,
• ••,,,,,,Wawa.
the military support group.
The structure has been
designed as an around-the-clock
base for state operations in tune
of natural or man-made
disaster. It is totally selfcontained and will be fully
operational for up to 30 days
without any outside source of
supply.
To provide 24-hour capability
to answer emergency calls, the
Kentucky State Puttee
munications headquarters has
agreed to move into the new
tions Center.
ill also contain electrical
generators to insure full power
operation, heating and life
support systems, a selfcontained water supply, and
for
engineering
special
MENTAL
of the comprotection
HEALTH
munications area against all
MATTERS
known natural disaster and
nuclear effects.
The Kentucky Civil Defense
Bertram S. Brown, M D
staff will occupy the building
Director
along with military support
National Institute
personnel and the comof Mental Health
munications staff of the State
Police on a day to day basis.
In times of emergency all
Passive Infaab
other state agencies having
emergency responsibilities will
Contrary to what proud paruse the facility. Full-time rpdio
the
believed,
erts have long
communications with each of
most responsive, vigorous newthese agencies will also be
-‘i,r-ns may not be the infants
v•bo develop into the most inprovided within the building
telligent and active children
during such emergency.
sciento
Rather, according
Meriweather, Kennedy and
InNational
HEW's
tists from
Associates, Lexington, is the
the
of
Health
Atitute of Mental
architect for the building.
'Health Services and Mental
A spring bid-letting LS planHealth Administration, babies`
who are more paisive during' ned_
their first few days of life are—
die ones who are more likely
to mature into intelligent, responsive youngsters.
Generally, the NIMH scientists have observed that newborns with a slow rate of
breathing. A slow, lethargic re.1

19,3

Atlanta and Georgia purchasers of softwood
plywood pay a delivered price that includes freight
from Portland. Oregon even through the plywood is
made and delivered in the South.'
That anachronistic so-called basing point pricing
system is at long-last under attack by the Federal
Trade Commission as a form of price-fixing
calculated to stifle competition. Lumber prices
already being at an all-time high from legitimate
reasons, one can only hope the move is suc-

Emergency
Center To
Be Built

..sio"--v --twat

3uslor

r•••

Casein News

Wounded knees

Workshops Held On
Solid WastewithDisposal

solid waste collection and
FRANKFORT, Ky.—One of
the big problems plaguing disposal.
The meetings also deal with
Kentucky's efforts todget rid of
problems blocking
other
(Ga.)
—Atlanta
across
Such - as newsprint, for instance.
dumps and open landfills
establishment of sanitary landbad
the
to
down
boils
state
the
on
Constituti
problems is
safety record of some solid fills. One of those
to opening
resistance
public
waste operators.
have
Persons working with solid landfills after the citizens
managed sites.
waste collection and disposal seen imporperly
At landfills where correct
have a safety record eight times
Lif.DGLR • Ttrifkli I'LL/
worse than the industrial procedures are not followed,
average. The injury record is debris may blow away from the
The Murray Division of the Tappan Company and the highest of all industries, site into surrounding areas. The
including mining which is workshops show the operstors
the Bargaining Committee of the United Auto
considered very dangerous. The how to prevent that by using
a
of
today
t
settlemen
d
Workers Local 106B announce
most common injuries are bad fences and covering the *este
new labor agreement for a three year. period efbacks due to lifting heavy loads with earth each day.
fective June 21. 1963. when the present agreement
and loss of arms due to getting
4.M
expires.
caught in the compactors.
of the poor safety
Because
LETTERS'". EDITOR
fine
the
to
reduce
voted
The City Council last gight
record, when municipalities or
; for overparking on parking meters from $1.00 to 50
county governments try to set Dear Editor:
cents.
up solid waste disposal —1 am writing this letter to
according to state commend the local fire
operations
secretary
E.L. (Red) Howe has been appointed
law, they not only have trouble department. Saturday night,
treasurer of the Mtirray-Calloway County Airport
getting and keeping persons to March 24,our house caught fire.
• Board.
work on the operation, but also We called the fire department
have trouble getting insurance and they were at our home in 5
to
Brooks,
Births reported include a girl, Lawren
for their employees. The cost minutes or less. They went to
boy,
a
and
17
March
on
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Woods
for workmen's compensation work promptly and efficiently.
Scott Alan, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coleman on insurance to cover solid waste They were courteous and soon
operatoes may be too high for had the fire under control.
March 20.
the municipalities or counties to
We especially appreciated the
Pay •
way in which they treated our
To keep state sanitary landfill house interior. They tried to
programs from bogging down protect our rugs, furniture, and
LEDGER * TIMER FILE
because of the safety problems, due to this consideration the
the Division of Solid Waste in inside of the house was
the Kentucky Department for damaged very little. They did
"Most of the concrete work has been done on the
Natural Resources and En- not just leave when they were
new service station on North 4th Street," from the
vironmental Protection is sure the fire was out, but also
conducting workshops. These checked back several more
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
classes on safety and proper times during the night to make
A feature story on Lloyd Canter, son of Mr. and
operation and maintenance of
Mrs. Paul Canter, and written by Joette Lassiter, is sanitary landfills are attended certain that no new developments had taken place.
published in the Ledger & Times today
by solid waste collectors and
My family is most grateful to
operators, plus city and county this group of men who helped to
The Wadesboro Homemakers Club was organized
officials. —
make a very frightening
March 23 at the home of Mrs. Clinton Burchett.
the
about
Speaking
situation endurable. Thanks to
workshops, Thomas 0. Harris, them we had much less damage
Mrs. R.L. Wade opened her home for the meeting
Commissioner of the state's done to our house than we
of the Magazine Club with Mrs. L.R. Putnam in
environmental protection thought inssible under this
charge of the program.
agency, said, "we intend to condition.
continue our progress in
Sincerely,
cleaning up solid waste in
Jerry Bolls
Kentucky by opening sanitary
landfills and closing dumps. Dear Editor;
When we find problems which
I would like to extend my
hinder that progress, we try to sincere thanks to the Ledger
0 Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom
ease the way.
and Times for its excellent
hast thou made them all: the earth is full of thy
"This problem of safety coverage of our local Hart Fund
particularly bothers me, not Drive in Murray and Calloway
riches.—Psalm 104:24.
only because it hinders our County. A Publicity Chairman
bounteous
Men are inclined to forget God's
progress in solid waste disposal, for this annual event, I would
provision for them
but also because it involves the like to express our appreciation
very lives and health of Ken- for the prompt and efficient way
tucky's people. Through the in which our publicity was
workshops we hope to make handled. The articles were
solid waste collection and printed on the dates we asked
disposal safer and speed our and given excellent headlines to
goal of establishing sanitary accompany them
by Carl Riblet Jr.
landfills throughout the ComWe also send our thnaks to
souls but
monwealth."
WNBS for their cooperation in
These are times that not only try men's
The Division of Solid Waste announcing our events and also
what awful
send them to bed at night wondering
has already held workshops in giving us continual spots during
up
waking
like
morning;
the
thing will face them in
Louisville and Frankfort. Five the broadcasting hours.
shut
to the fact that the wife with her eyes squeezed
more workshops are planned
We are out to "Beat the Big
dead
be
across the state. The next will One" and this is impossible
is in fact not oversleeping but pretending to
breakbe March 27, at Kentucky Dam without the aid of our local
to the world so that he will get up and get the
Village.
newspaper and radio station.
fast.
These workshops are helA as We get some of the best
"There is only one thing people
a part of the "Operation publicity coverage in the state-like that is good for them: a
Responsible" program being thanks to you.
sleep."
good night's
carried on nationwide to correct
Sincerely,
—F:.W. Howe
the safety problems connected
Karen Bolls

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

•

•

Ow

People In The News
the 75-yearNEW BRITAIN, Conn.,(AP) —Mary V. Downey,
Downey, has been taken
old mother of repatriated CIA agent John
Hospital.
off the critical list at New Britain General
school teacher,
A spokesman said Mrs. Downey, a retired
in critical consuffered a stroke March 7 and was hospitalized
where her son
dition. Word of her condition was relayed to China
released
Chinese
The
spy.
a
as
years
20
for
prisoner
has been held
the next
Downey March II and he was at his mother's bedside
day.
DoNstpey is
The hospital spokesman said Tuesday that Mr/
not affect her
paralyzed on the left side but that the paralysis did
a convalescent home
speech. He said she will be transferred to
therapy.
physical
where she will undergo

On the other hand, infants
who breathe rapidly, are highly
sensitive to touch, and who
quickly react to interruption of

sucking often exhibit lower
levels of activity and perform2 years of age.
/
ance at 21
Dr. Richard Q. Bell, chief
of the NIMH child research
branch, who headed the research, says that, although
vigor and responsiveness have
been considered healthy signs
in newborn infants, this is not
necessarily true,
-On the contrary,- says Dr
Bell, -it is possible that a state
of relative stupor could be a
protective mechanism in the
transition from womb to outside-the-womb existence Thus,
this torpor could be a sign that
the developmental processes
are proceeding properly"
The findings are based on
study of 75 normal newborns.
Their development was periodically checked by the NIMH
research group. A sample of
the original group was evaiu.
aled at preschool age and again
at 714 years of ate

The rash resulting from contact with poison ivy is caused
by the oily, volatile sap of the
plant.

M

Relatives Understanding
Over Delay In Re,eabs

Alcohol remains the nation's
number one drug problem,
according to a psychiatrist who
heads the Veterans Administration's alcohol and drug
dependency treatment in
Minneapolis, Minn.
Dr. Richard 0. Heilman said
alcoholics outnumber all other
drug dependent people by 20 to
one. Among the young, alcohol
is still the most commonly used
drug by a ratio of at least two to
one, he pointed out.
This ratio will not be
significantly altered until our
society radically modifies its
drinking attitudes and practices, Dr. Heilman told a group
attending a three-day seminar
at the Minneapolis VA Hospital.
Describing alcohol as a
"powerful mind drug," Dr.
Heilman said that anyone who
responds positively to the
question, "Is your drinking ever
different from what you would
like it to be" probably is an
alcoholic.

By THE ASSOCIATED PR/MIS
Relatives were thrilled and
thankful that the names of their
loved ones were on the latest
North Vietnamese list of 107
prisoners awaiting freedom but
were understanding of a possible delay in their release on
behalf of prisoners held in
Laos.
"We have not had time to
think about what's happening
on the release date over there,"
said the mother of Air Force
Capt. James W. Williams, 28,
whose F4 Phantom jet was shot
down in May 1972.
"We're all so thankful to
learn that he is to be turned
over," Mrs. Isaac Williams of
Memphis,Tenn., added Sunday.
Although Hanoi has released
the list of the last American

G.I
TELEV
1211

prisoners captured in North
Vietnam.fthe date of their release has been thrown in doubt
by President Nixon's freeze of
U.S. troop withdrawals. U.S. officials have said the withdrawal
will be frozen until arrangements are made for the freeing
of nine men held in Laos.
"I feel, and I know my son
feels the same way, that he
would not want to come borne
unless all can come home,"
said Barbara Ayers of Clear
Lake City, Tex.
•'If it meant staying over
there a little longer, he would
gladly do it." the mother said
of Air Force Capt Tim Ayers,
a fighter pilot shot down in
May 1972.
Mrs. Christine Barrows of
South Halley, Mass , said
0111111.6 about them. I am
eaterned about getting
them out. As anxious as I am
to get my husband home, I feel
sure he would not mind a delay
of a few days on behalf of others.''

Red Whl
Blue Ca

Reg.

SAVE s

Her husband, Air Force Capt.
previous evening, and efforts to
protect the supply of alcohol. Henry C. Barrows, 28, was shot
down over North Vietnam Dec.
Dr. Heilman is a faculty 19.
University of
The mother of Air Force
member of the
Minnesota's School of Public Capt. James D. Kula, 28, whose
Health and Department of wife, Jane, lives in Anaheim,
Psychiatry and is a psychiatric Calif., said she would agree to
consultant to Hazelden, a a delay if it would help the men
treatment center at Center City, in Laos.
Minn.
He formeriy was director of
the alcohol anddrug program at
Willmar State Hospital.
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To clean false eyelashes, soak
them bnefly in a basin of suds,
whisk around gently and let dry
On tissue or towel.
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He said other clues are
gulping dn. -. drinking alone,
preoccupation with being able
to drink the next time, increased tolerance for alcohol as
a medicine, blackouts when
there is difficul‘y recalling
some of the events of the

TONITE

OPEI
SAT
Don't
filled
the a

to
WASHINGTON I AP -- President Nixon says he expects
with
s
meet in Washington Wyear, probably during the
Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka.
in
The President made the announcement in an inn
terview Tuesday with a Japanese newsman.
Correspondent Kohgue Yoshiaki of the Japan Economic
and
Journal approached Nixon after an Oval Office ceremony
•thiat
began asking Rim questions. The newsman had lisassied
day with
Nixon held a brief unannounced meeting earlier in the
Aichi.
Kiichi
Japanese minister
to visit
Nixon not only told Yoshiaki that he had invited Tanaka
year.
this
place
take
would
visit
the
that
also
but
capital
the
.
summertime
probable in the
•
WASHINGTON I AP — Julie Nixon Eisenhower Will join Mrs
Dwight D. Eisenhower, her husband's grandmother, in cohosting
an April 3 benefit performance here by the RIngling Bros Barnum and Bailey Circus.
First Lady Pat Nixon had planned to be on hand for the matinee
performance which benefits underprivileged preschool and
elementary age children
However, she will be at the Western White House in San
y. President and Mrs. Nguyen Van
Clemente, Calif., next
will be winding up a two-day visit to the
Thieu of South Vie
_Nixons At thaitime. _

Alcohol Remains Nation's
Number One Drug Problem

sponse to interruption of sucking; and with a relative insensitivity to touch are likely to
develop into assertive, active,
highly verbal toddlers.
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odd ball

OPEN 9 A.M.-10 P.M.
SATURDAY, MARCH 31

Saturday,
March 31

Don't ITfiss this exciting fun
filled sale! Come out, see all
the Odd-Balls, and'SAVE!!

EMPLOYEES WILL ALL BE DRESSED IN ODD COSTUMES
AND THERE'LL BE BARGAINS GALORE!!
•
* PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST *

No Lay—Aways at these Prices

/
pot

BANMAMERICARD
roivor• Ant

4

MEN'S

474

4

KNIT SHIRTS
86% Polyester
• I.
7

Stripes & Patterns
Sizes 14k4-164

G.E.
TELEVISION

24"
DOLL

WINTUCK

KNITTING
YARN

12 Inch
qed White &

STROLLEE

4-ciz. Skein
Asstd. Colors

Blue Cabinet

"She Walks"

Reg. '3.94

Reg. $1.18

Reg. '84.94

Limit 5

,88;

$6995
\ SAVE 5 14.99)
.

SAVE 30'

Reg. $5,99

$244
1

$344

•
7-PIECE •

SAVE
$2.55

LADIES

PORCELAIN

COOKWARE
SET
Red or Green

H0,1 PANT SET

Reg. '7.77

IRONING
BOARDS

G.E.

ALARM
CLOCK

k o All Steel
Construction

ELECTRIC
Plastic Case

k
.

Reg. s3.98

Adjustable

Reg. 54.47

100% Polyester Knit
Blue. Red, Green, Beige
Sizes S-M-1.

Reg.
SAVE '1.59 s 12.00

t597 sAVE

$292

$499

$263

SAVE $2.78)

SAVE $1.35

i
LSAVE
51.55

5 FOOT
WOODEN
STEP
LADDER

13 INCH

$6.03

25*
ASSTD.
PICTURES

TAMPAX

Oak Frame

10 to Box
Super or Reg.

rn

Rog. 43'

SAVE 11'

n ri,rn

.„r

4

BUBBLE
UMBRELLA
Clear Vinyl

Reg. '4.47

Reg. '1.99

_$244

99;

FIRST PRIZE

$15 -2nd Prize
90-3rd Prize
To the customer or customers
dressed the oddest during .. .
ROSES ODDBALL SALE
Judging at 9 p.m. Sat.

Red..$18.99

QUAKER STATE

$988

38;

ar

OLD PAL

TISSUE

TACKLE
BOX
Just in time for

Model 202 Reel

200 Count

fishing season!

Reg. '6.96

Reg. 3/78'

Reg. '7.96

$496
SAVE $2

5

$497
AVE 54.02)

Adjustable Seat
Hot Rd Color

Reg. '12.93

$777
SAVE $5.16

SAVE $9.11
SAVE
'
9

ODDBALLS!

G.E.
-STEAM UM'

IRON

Model F62

TOILET
TISSUE

BADMINTON
SET
4 Player Set

10 Roll Pkg,

Reg. 93'

Reg. '8.96

62;

$596

Reg. '9.97

$596

for

SAVE 30'

Reg. '8.99

TRICYCE

Come Out!
Meet the

‘
l

MARCAL

Lovely Shades
Synthetic Fiber

MOTOR OIL
Super Blend

, SAVE $1.00
)
SAVE 52.03
,
\

Reg.

f ZEBCO
REEL
& ROD
COMBO

LADIES
WIGS

SAVE $2.00

$773
SAVE $2.24

SAVE 31C

AVE

s3.oy

1

•a
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Enough Wheels and Enough). Power
Should Carry Big Red Machine
season, will
make a run at the Reds, al- er in baseball last
By KEN RAPPOPORT
year—and
this
help
some
have
Associated Press Sports Writer though not as strong as the Asfor that ill ason, the PhilaIf you're tired hearing that tros.
A poor fourth in the West last delphia Ptullies should move up
"Rig Red Machine" cliche,
a notch to fifth in the East. The
you'll be sick of it after this season, 25 games off the pace,
Philltes made some savvy, ofsummer of National League the Braves have acquired pitchfseason trades, bringing pitcher
plenfilled
and
defense
and
mg
baseball.
Jim Lonborg and infielder-outThe Cincinnati Reds appear ty of holes.
town.
The Los Angeles Dodgers fielder Cesar Toyer to
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
to have enough wheels and
Montreal's Expos, adored at
a
strength,
perennial
their
the
have
through
motor
power to
By beating Golden State 96-89
the love
strong pitching staff But a lack home, will need all
in their regular season finale
West, and then some.
Despite
year.
this
get
can
they
Wednesday night, the Los AnHow good are the Reds' of power will probably shortthe presence of some food
geles Lakers made their long
Well, they're good enough to circuit their pennant drive and
young pitchers like Bill StoneNational Basketioll Association
acquire an All-Star outfielder keep them behind the Reds, Asman, Mike Torrez and Mike
from the American League and tros and Braves
• season one game longer
hard
a
have
they'll
Marshall,
San Francisco's Giants have
think about keeping him on the
Or did they?
up with
a young club of potential with enough time keeping
shelf.
Ttje
!S.IRS
the Philltes,nsueh less the ewe - les,
Richie SAeinblum, who MI outfielder Bobby Bands, shortthe defending NBA chamEast.
the
of
.300 for the Kansas City Royals stop Chris Speier, third basepions, a 60-22 record for the
last season, is one of the new man Dave Kingman, catcher
regular season, the same mark
Redlegs and according to Dave Rader and first baseman
as Milwaukee.
Manager Sporty Anderson, Willie McCovey. But their lack
Under the revised NBA playwon't have a regular job this of pitching depth will hurt the
off rules, the team with the
Giants and probably doom
year.
best record in each conference
Of course, Cincinnati's new them to a fifth-place finish.
plays the team with the fourthHolding up the West, as
Rich kid could have a red-hot
best record, while No. 2 plays
band and beat out Cesar Gero- usual, will be the San Diego
No. 3. The NBA had announced
M1110 in right field But that Padres, who have slugger Nate
that in the event of a be, Los
may- be the only tenuous posi- Colbert and plenty of baseball
Angeles and Milwaukee would
bon in a talent-laden lineup babies
meet in a one-game playoff Frithe
about
There's some doubt
that conquered the National
NEW YORK API -- Dave day in Milwaukee to determine
Pittsburgh mactune this year
League last year
the Boston Celtics' mo- who finishes No. 1 and gets to
Cowens,
The Pittsburgh Pirates, de- because of the absence of Rob- bile giant, outpolled Milwaukee play Golden State and who is
fending East champions, may erto Clemente, considered by superstar Kareem Abdul-Jab- No. 2 and draws Chicago.
eiat emntionally by tbe sonielo be the bet11. 4U-around
Bet following
ber-today and was- named
tragic loss of Roberto Clemente player in baseball in his time valuable player in the National night's game, doubt was cast
leadthe
miss
may
but still have enough muscles The Pirates
Basketball Association.
to be classified as heavy- ership of their veteran, killed In
Abdul-Jabbar won the MVP
Year's
New
on
crash
plane
a
division
weights in their
award in both 1970-71 and 1971enough
have
still
Teams challenging the appar- Eve, but
72, but the 6-foot-9 Cowens stole
ent front-runners should be the brute strength to bully the East the thunder of the Bucks' 7Houston Astros in the West and race for the fourth straight foot-2 ace by leading the Celtics
Chicago Cubs in the East If year.1
to a record victory total this
The\OUcago Cube appear to
the Reds and Pirates play up to
season.
By The Associated Press
potential, though, it'll be all be locked into second place this
In a poll of NBA players,
NBA
perbeen
have
they
-as
year
over by early September
place
first
67
received
Cowens
Eastern Conference
Cincinnati has a two-tune ennially. Despite the presence votes to 33 for Abdul-Jabbar.
Atlantic Division
W L Pct 120
Most Valuable Player in catch- of 20-game winner Ferguson The Celtic speedster got 444
68 14 879
er Johnny Bench, a base stea- Jenkins and no-ha pitcher Milt points to Jabber's 139.
York
75 695 11
57
New
59
110 47
ler supreme in second baseman Pappas. the Cubs' staff is not
,3 7S6
9 61
21
Buffaloel
21 points pt,oad
averaging
is
Cowens
Joe Morgan. a fence-breaker in that deep and will probably be and 17 rebounds a game for a
n
30
in
.....
2
5
11
Central
Atiaroa
first baseman Tony Perez and their downfall this year
634
Celtic team which has already • Baltimore
In New York, Torn Seaver
46 36 561 6
several other diamond sparthan any in Houston
games
more
won
19
402
s9
33
klers like left fielder Pete Rose and Jon Matlack are two solid Boston's glorious NBA history.
32 SO 390 20
Cleveland
quesotherwise
an
on
starters
ToIan.
Bobby
and center fielder
Western Conference
Nate Archibald, the incredMidwest Division
If anyone can match this tionable pitching staff Rusty ible 6-foot-1 performer of the
x
60 22 732
Milwaukee
team in potential, the Astros Staub is the leading hitter, but Kansas City-Omaha Kings, was Chicago
SI 31
622 9
home
many
too
hit
doesn't
he
have
they
40 41 4811 20
is.
might Trouble
a close third with 44 votes for Detroit
439 24
.116
16
C
K
Met
Omaha
another
is
that
-and
runs
never played up to potential
first and a total of 319 points.
Pacific Division
Perhaps Leo Durocher, in his problem They failed to finish
732 —
22
Angeles
60
Los
•
Los Angeles' 7-foot-1 Wilt
17 35 573 13
first full season as the Houston higher than third last year be- Chamberlain, a four-time MVP, Golden State 38
44 463 22
Phoenix
punch
riDanager, can get the team to cause of little long-ball
26 56 317 34
a distant fourth with 12 Seattle
and will no doubt fail to finish was
rsto so in 1971_
61
Portland
21
156 39
123
and
nominations
first-place
Clinched division title
The Atlanta Braves Improved higher than fourth this year for total points.
Games
Wednesday's
themselves tremendously with the same reason
Houston 138 Buffalo 112
Cowens' teammate at Boston,
Steve Carlten, the best pitchPhoenix 127 Seattle 115
off-season trades and could
highatcoring John Havlicek,

Playoff Sithation Is
Scrambled Up In NBA

ave Cowens
Receives
NBA Award

Worth
By MIKE BRANDON
Peach, who is now 4-0 on the while Weisman and
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
season, fanned 14 men and picked up RBI's with hits.
What they came to see is what walked only five. After giving
North Dakota put together a
they got! And nobody is doing up the lone hit in the seventh, single and a double in the sixth
any complaining either.
Peach settled down to fan the inning for its only run of the
Yesterday afternoon at side. Peach fanned nine of the game.
Murray added four
Reagan Field four major league first 12 batters he faced in the more tallies in the sixth with
would
playoff
the
as to whether
baseball scouts were in atme
hits and the aid of an
be played.
to get a look at
tendance
In the first game of the af- error.
After a 15-minute team meet- MurrayState southpaw Russell
Weaver raised his mound
ternoon, Weaver didn't have as
ing, Litters' player representa- Peach.
since record to 5-0 for the season. The
Peach
as
pressure
much
tive Keith Erickson said he had
All Peach did was to twirl a
Thoroughbred bats were senior from Pinson, Tennessee
consulted pith Larry Fleischer,
one-hitter to lead Murray to a 1- the
Players
NBA
booming out 14 hits and 13 runs. struck out 11 and walked three
attorney for the
0 win over highly touted
The games set for today have
Association, and been told that
A single in the first inning by
Providence. In the first
the league could not require Thoroughbred game of the John Howlitnd followed by a been rained out. Tomorrow a
Howland full slate of games will be on tap
INerri to play the extra game.
afternoon, senior lefty Jerry single by Barrett after
"Fleischer is going to poll the
the as Brown, North Dakota and
produced
second
stoien
had
Weaver threw a three-hitter as
Providence will be in town.
players," Erickson explained.
game
the
of
Murray slugged North Dakota first run
what
on
decision
"The ultimate
Weaver aided his own cause Mw-ray, now 16-6, will play in
13-1.
to do will be made by two
the second by driving in a run the afternoon games.
in
It was expected that Murray
people, Fleischer and I NBA
would have fine pitching this on a sacrifice fly. The sacrifice
Conunissioneri Walter Kenneseason if the heavy schedule,fly scored Leon Worth who had
dy."
a
and the cool weather didn't( walked and reached third on
Erickson noted that instead
any arm troubles two base error Wurth's run was
cause
of playing an extra game, a
Chances are new that the scouts' the actual winning tally of the
coin toss could determine the
The Hazel PTC will entertain
from Houston, Montreal, Pitt- game.
playoff pairing and the teams
Seven insurance runs were the Cottage Grove Independents
sburgh, and Cincinnati will be
involved.
$10,000
the
could split
making several more trips to added in the fourth inning with a to a pair of basketball games
In other NBA regular season
Murray when the warm two run double by Steve Coulson tonight.
finales, Boston whipped BaltiAction in the womens game
weather arrives and the pit- being the ling blast. Mike Bono
more 120-101, Houston beat Bufwith a will begin at 77 p.ra. with the men
hit their stride.
drove in two runs
chers
falo 138-122, Detroit defeated
Peach relied mainly on his double off the right field fence playing in the nightcap.
velancl 131-119 in overtime
Carve ball and sr moving fast
and Phoenix edged Seattle 137ball. The senior from Evan125.
sville, Indiana, added variety to
In the American Basketball
his serving-s with the occasional
Association, Virginia topped the
use of a slider and a changeup.
KenNew York Nets 121-106,
Murray was unable to get
tucky beat Carolina 116-97,
Memphis defeated Dallas 130- anyone past first base in the
125 and Utah edged Indiana first three innings while
Providence had only two men
138-136
Gall Goodrich scored 13 of his who reached on walks.
Junior right fielder Rick
game-high 26 points in the third
quarter, when Los Angeles out- Weisman led off the fourth
scored Golden State 29-16 to Inning by smacking a single to
erase a seven-point halftime right. With one man out, freshman David Hughes ripped a
deficit.
Leiters center Wilt Chamber- single to right to move Weisman
lain took only one shot against to second.
Rayburn,
Johnny
the Warriors-- after not taking
a single shot against Milwaukee sophomore and a Murray High
Tuesday night -and finished the product, produced the winning
regular season with a record 72 run by lacing a single to left.
his
continued
Peach
per cent shooting mark from
the field, the first man ever to masterpiece on the mound and
had a no-hitter going for six
better 70.
Dave Cowens scored 13 of his innings. But the first man up in
23 points in the third period as the seventh hit a slow dribbler
Boston overcame a 10-point up the middle and the no-hitter
The new Navy wants the kind of men it pays off to
helftune deficit to beat Balti- was broken up.
more.
train. So now the Navy pays off with more money.
Boston played without two Selected As Captain
If you think you've got what it takes to make it in
regulars, Paul Silas and Don
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. API
Boston 120 Baltimore 101
both sidelined with in- Tony
Los Angeles ,96, CeOlclen Shifie Chaney,
Jenkins, a 6-foot-8 junior
today's Navy. see Daryle Root Bel Air Center,
juries. Silas is expected to be forward from
Detroit who led
Detroit 131 Cleveiand 119
ready for the playoffs but BosHarvard's scoring last year
scheduled
games
Only
12th Street, Murray, or call him at 753-6439.
ton Coach Tom Heinsohn called with a 16.9
Thursday's Gar-'es
points a game averNo games schedufed
Chaney "doubtful"
age. has been elected captain
Friday's Games
make
Find
A basket by Detroit's Dave of next
Los Angeles at Milwaukee
year's varsity basketBing sent that game into c ver- ball team.
extra game to determine Play
the
for
off
Navy pay
off opponent winner 0141Y Do112
time, atitcl the Pistons decided
en State and loser Ct
,
C4190
in
points
the isaiii by scoring 22
Playoff"
the five-minute extra period.
Eastern Division
Calvin Murphy scored 31
First Round
points to spark Houston to vicBaltimore at New York, 1st
lame of best of 7 ser es
tory, but Buffalo's Bob McAdoo
Only dem! scheduled
closed out his rookie season by
ABA
taking scoring honors with 45
Final Standings
points.
East
W I Pct. OS
(lem Haskins' 25-footer with
Carolina
57 .'7 679 --seven seconds showing on the
Kentucky
56 28 667 1
clock lifted Phoenix to victory.
Virginia
42 4: 500 15
New York
30 54 357 17
John Brisker had 39 points and
24 60 796 33
Memphis
Spencer Haywood 37 for
West
•
Utah
Si 79 655
Seattle.
Indiana
51 33 607 4

HIGH DIVE

1-9-,-TrOorpanO-1
. of thiL,Nationi
of Idaho.

Esposi
Man J

Hazel PTC To Host
Cottage Grove Cagers

By HAI.
Associated Press
NEW YORK I A
Phil Esposito w.
lL'e with defehsen
of the New York
ed over him.
Hockey League's
looked downrighl
there and an unf
him know it.
Espo looked
prone position, sr
a friendly wink
customer. It we
he was saying, '
I've got sometl
you."
Esposito showe
something Wed]
scoring four go
them in the fin
leading the Bruir
tory that clinchet
in the NHL East
was the 10th COn:
ry for the Brut
Stanley Cup chai
open the playoffs
Wednesday eget'
New York.
Elsewhere in
nesday night, M
Chicago 4-3, Pitts
Atlanta 6-3, B
Philadelphia 6-3
filled game, St. I
nesota 3-3 ar
trimmed Los An
In the World
ation, Alberta
delphia 2-1, a
topped Chicago 4
Esposito expli
scoring points,
league leading ti
four goals came
ceivable manpo
First, he scored
goal. Next, he hil
playing five skat
he connected on
And he completo
performance wit
goal in the final
Two goals apu
reault and Don
falo to its wild

Pro Cage
Standings

Sears
NON-BELTED,

NYLON

CORD

TIRE
4-PLY GUARD II
the SILENTeless
•

aloc6woll

Your Car
MOUNTED on

leftlier sites al

prices
comparable low

IMMEDIATE

INSTALLATION

was fifth.with five firsts and OS
points and Laker veteran Jerry
West sixth with two votes for
first and 70 points
Cowens, a redhaired former
Florida State University. star,
has brought unprecedented mobility into the center position in
the NBA His quickness and intensity has erased any size advantage the Kentuckian might
have
He is the first Celtic to become MVP since five-time honoree Bill Russell last won it in
the 1964-65 season.

TENNIS
ST IOU'S — Top-seeded Rod
Lever, Australia, defeated Roy
Barth, Sherman Oaks, Calif , 62, 7-6, 7-0 in the second round of Denver
41 37 560 8
30 51 357 25
the $50,000 Holton Tennis Clas- San Diego
Dallas
18 56 333 27
sic
Wednesday's Games,
Mara, Yowl.
ihiA 111
TUCSON_ Ariz. - Topateekel
Memphis 130, Dallas 125
Margaret Court, Australia, deUtah 118, Indiana 136
feated Farrell Footman, Los
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Angeles, 6-1, 6-4 in the first
No ?arnes Scheduled
round of the 125,000 Virginia
Slims of Tucson Tennis
Friday's Games
Playoffs
Tournament.
Eastern Division
NEW YORK -- Chris Evert,
First Round
New York at
Carolina vs
Fort Lauderdale Fla, bested
Greensboro 1st game of best
Sharon Walsh, San Rafael, Ca- of
7 series
lif., 6-4, 6-0 in the first round of
at
Virginia
1st
Kentucky
the $30,000 Lady Gotham Clas- itirrse of best of 7 series
Only games seeediaert
sic.

out how you can
you.

Tennis Originals

Orange in Citrus League

MF-SA, Arts. AP) — The orange baseball. one Of - Charlie
Finley's ideas to get more color
into the game, gets its first use
in a game between major
league teams today when Finley's Oakland Athletics entertain the Cleveland Indians
The A's wanted to use the orange ball in a game against the
San Francisco Giants last weekend, but National League
President Charles Feeney
thumbed down the plan.

4 39

By THE ASSOC:
Everybody
Julius Erving c
rebound, but W
he showed he co
With Virgini
Bianchi in Gree
scout the game
line and Kentuc
American Bast
ation scoring ch.
assignment Le
Squires in their
finale against
Nets.
The Squires ti
by as much as
first period, bu
the second ha
away to a 121-IC

Irl eneinies C3Iled it,
"Sticky."Its founder, 51,1 int ‘Valter Vt ingfield. called it,
"Npliairstike- Later to be knins 11 11 laxis tennis,
the hilt game Ma, played In F cbruary 11174 in
Englandun an hourglass shaped court u ids droopy nets.

the Nets.

Guard Berl
scored 11 cons&
Virginia in the f
utes to decide
give Erving, the
all-star forsvarC
his coaching del

for

Exclusively at

Dial 753-2310 for low prices on ALL SIZES

SearsCatalog Soles Office
Southside Sho ping Center

First forged in the early twentieth
century, this p•mdcsous point-snatelier
proved lust slightly better than its Is o.
predecessor. Fortunate's.. a liglifer tubular
Metal fr,ainc con es tcd all us tjults escept one.
RCCJInt practice still ret mains the only remedy
for a, gusty sent,

The Original
Tennis Wear
Collection
New color comes to the
courts! Super tennis wear
—jackets, sweaters, shorts,
and hats—in white, blue
and yellow. An incredible
success story by Catalina...,

THE CRUSADER IS ITAR'S
LOWEST-PRICED NEW
NYLON CORD TIRE
MOUNTED

Erving
In His

Murray,

Ky

In other ABA
final games, Kei
Carolina 118-97,
Dallas 130-125 s
Indiana 138-136.
In the Naha
Association, Bo

rNer,14$:

Nurkinglytm igag,
FOR THAT CLEAN LOOK On orders from boss Charlie Fox, San Francisco Giants
players shave off beards and mustaches at Casa Grande, Ara , spring training clubhouse.
From left Ed Goodson, Juan Mancha!, Willy McCovey and Bobby. lionds Almost looks
like a scene from a TV commercial

Murray,Kentucky

4
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Pittsburgh Pirates 6-0; the Boston Red Sox trimmed the St.
Louis Cardinals 3-0; the Los
Angeles Dodgers topped the
Montreal Expos 5-3; the Philadelphia Phillies nipped the Atlanta Braves 2-1; the Kansas
City Royals downed the Texas
Rangers 8-2; the Milwaukee
Brewers beat the San Diego
Padres 9-4; the Houston Astros
whipped the Detroit Tigers 4-2;
the San Francisco Giants
tripped the California Angels 32 in 11 innings and the Baltimore Orioles defeated the New
"Toni is going to pitch
York Yankees 4-3.
By BOB GREENE
should be presented to do just whenever he's ready," exAfter Seaver pitched the first
Associated Press Sports Writer this," Rep. Bob Mathias, R-Ca- claimed Scheffing
,
six
innings, Phil Hennigan
An
WASHINGTON ( AP) lif., said Wednesday.
In the other exhibition wrapped up the shutout with
Olympic gold medalist has told
Olympic decathlon champion games, the Oakland A's ripped
three scoreless frames. Cleon
a House subcommittee the fed- in both 1948 and 1952, Mathias the
Chicago Cubs 13-3; the Chi- Jones walloped a three-run
get
House
not
should
eral government
testified before a special
cago White Sox slugged the homer for the Mets.
involved in sports.
education subcommittee which
''But, if the well-being of the is considering two bills deathletes is riot being served by signed to end the controversy
the amateur athletic organ- between the Amateur Athlefic
izations, whoever hey might Union and the National Collebe, then I ,pellave lygislation giate Athletic Association.
"The recent episode of the
forbidding of our athletes ft
competing against the Russians
in an international meeting (in
Richmond, Va., March 16) is an
act that is not justifiable in any
way," Mathias said.
"This episode clearly shows
that somebody .. must get
some legislation and clear this
goal gave Alberta its victory thing up."
over Philadelphia in the WHA.
Rep. James G. O'Hara, DThe victory moved the Oilers Mich., subcommittee chairman
within one point of the fourth and co-sponsor of one of the
and final playoff berth in the bilis, agreed the government
WHA Weal
should act only as a last resort.
Bobby Hull's second goal of
-the very idea of a federal
the game and 51st of the season sports bureaucracy makes your
gave Winnipeg its victory over blood run cold," he said.
Chicago in overtime. It marked
Bill Wall, executive director
the sixth time in his profes- of the National Association of
sional career that Hull has hit Basketball Coaches, told the
the 50-goal mark.
legislators they should not attempt to force amateur players
to participate in the upcoming
basketball series between the
Uruted States and the Soviet
Union.
The resolution drawn up by
the basketball coaches and presented by Wall, drew immediate reaction from Rep. Peter
Peyser, R-N.Y.
"There is nothing in either
piece of legislation that would
force anything on anybody,"
VANCOUVER, B.C. I API - Peyser said.
"Here are two orgaruzations
It was a day of upsets in the
$50,000 International Tennis. acting like,five-year-olds fightTournament Wednesday, with ing over a little piece of pie."
• Self-adjusting inner lid
Sen. Marlow W. Cook, R-Ky.,
Seattle's Torn Gorman and
Pierre Barthes of France lead- Sind the NCAA is "big busi• Convenient storage basket
ness" and there "is no truth"
ing the way.
operates
that the organization
• Adiustable temperature
Gorman, seeded No.' 11, in the best interests of the colcontrol
dumped fifth-seeded Arthur legiate athlete.
Ashe of New York 6-1, 4-6, 6-4
pribody
a
is
"The NCAA
in a second-round singles marily designed to protect and
match. Ashe fought back in the defend its member institutions
deciding set from 2-5 to 4-5 be- from the professional sports
fore Gorman carne on with a world and to make sure that
strong service in game 10 to collegiate sports gets Its share
take the decision.
of the sports business pie," he
The unseeded Bar-toes also said.
went to three sets as he spilled
fourth-seeded Mark Cox of Britain 5-7, 7-5, 6-1
The second round of the doubles also produced a major
upset as unseeded Ismail El
Shafei of Egypt and Brian Fairlie of New Zealand sidelined
third-seeded Australians Ken
Rosewall and Fred Stolle 6-4,6By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New Mets' pitching staff
revolves around Tom Seaver
and one of the issues in their
spring training camp also revolves around Tom Seaver.
The issue: Should Seaver

pitch as much as possible, despite the unhappy feelings of
others?
"I'm going to pitch whenever
kge pitching coach and the
manager put my name in the
lineup," says Seaver.

Former Olympic Champion
Tells Feds To Keep Out
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HIGH DIV Et- Michigan :State s Jane Manchester,
Fla ,won three meter diving event
. of the Nationai VVcrimen's championships at Universar
of Idaho
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Mets' Pitching Stiff Jealous Of Pitchimg Ace Tom Seaver
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Seaver pitched six innings of
two-hit ball Wednesday as the
Mets beat the Cincinnati Reds
8-0, but his brilliance didn't
overshadow the issue recently
brought to the surface by Jerry
Koosnian
Koosinan, the , No. 4 starter
on the staff, had complained
about Seaver receiving preferential treatment
Bob Scheffing, the Mets' general manager, stepped into the
discussion rather forcefully
Wednesday

•

Vida Blue made his first start • and two singles.
Bill Robinson, s ling an in-„:
since signing his 1973 basebtill
cdritract last Monday, but tentional walk, swuhg at the
didn't stick around long enough fourth pitch and drove in the
to get the decision as Oakland winning run with an eighth-in-'
ning single as Philadelphia,
walloped Chicago.
Wilbur Wood pitched seven nipped Atlanta.
Kansas City downed Texas as,
scoreless innings, his longest
stretch of the spring, as the Ed Kirkpatrick and Amos Otis '
Chicago White Sox whipped the hit home runs; Don Money's
Reichardt three-run triple keyed a fiveRick
Pirates.
knocked in two runs for the run third inning for Milwaukee
that carried the Brewers past
winners.
Marty Pattin scattered five San Diego; Doug Rader hit giik,
singles over seven innings and homer to help Houston beat De-*•
Boston capitalized on Bob Gib- troit; Ken Berry dropped a fly
son's wildness to beat St. Louis. ball with two out in the Ilth inManny Mota and Lee Lacy ning, allowing the winning run
collected three hits apiece and to score as San Francisco deknocked in a total of three runs feated California and Mike
to lead the Dodgers over the Cuellar and Doyle Alexander
Expos. Mota had three singles combined to pitch Baltimore
while Lacy collected a triple over the Yankees.

Esposito -Noyes. That A Good
Man Just Cannot Be Kept Down

rs

un
its
les

By HAI, BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - Boston's
Phil Esposito was flat on the
ice with defenserdan Brad Frock
of the New York Rangers draped over him. The National
Hockey League's leading scorer
looked downright funny laying
there and an unfriendly fan let
him know it.
Espo looked up from his
prone position, smiled and gave
a friendly wink to the paying
customer. It was almost as if
he was saying, "stick around.
I've got something to show
you."
Esposito showed the Rangers
something Wednesday. night,
scoring four goals, three of
them in the final period and
leading the Bruins to S 6-3 victory that clinched second place
in the NHL East for Boston. It
was the 10th consecutive victory for the Bruins, defending
Stanley Cup champions, who'll
open the playoffs at home next
Wednesday against third place
New York.
Elsewhere in the NHL Wednesday night, Montreal edged
Chicago 4-3, Pittsburgh dumped
Atlanta 6-3, Buffalo ripped
Philadelphia 6-3 in a penaltyfilled game, St. Louis tied Minnesota 3-3 and California
trimmed Los Angeles 3-2.
In the World Hockey Association, Alberta edged Philadelphia 2-1, and Winnipeg
topped Chicago 4-3 in overtime.
Esposito exploded for five
scoring points, increasing his
league leading total to 127. His
four goals came in every conceivable manpower situation.
First, he scored a shorthanded
goal. Next, he hit with'the sides
playing five skaters each. Then
he connected on a power play_
And he completed his virtuoso
performance with an empty net
goal in the final minute.
Two goals apiece by Gil Perreault and Don Luce led Buffalo to its wild victory over

ne
en

to

Philadelphia. Referee Bruce
Hood whistled 130 penalty minutes including 104 minutes in
the first period when four playera-Buffalo's Jim Lorentz and
Tracy Pratt and Philadelphia's
Don Saleski and Dave Schultz-were ejected from the game.
Dean Prentice's third period
goal gave Minnesota its tie with
St Louis. The Blues remained
fourth in the West, three points
ahead of Los Angeles and Pittsburgh.
Frank Mahovlich's third period goal gave Montreal its victory over Chicago in a match of
the two NHL division champions. The victory assured the
Canadiens of setting an NHL
record for fewest losses in a
season. Montreal has dropped
10 games and has just two remauung.
Pittsburgh kept its slim playoff hopes alive in the NHL West
Atlanta. Al
whipping
by
McDonough had two goals and
Syl Apps picked up three assists for the Penguins.
Rookie Hilliard Graves
&cooed the winning goal for California midway through the
third period and California
goalie Gilles Meloche turned
aside 39 Los Angeles shots
Jim Harrison's shorthanded

Western Signs Recruit
BOWLING GREEN, Ky
AP ) - Western Kentucky has
announced its first signee of the
current basketball recruiting
season..6404: Lyon County
High SchoinAgettior Bill Scillian.
Western -Meld Coach Jim
Richards announced the signing
Wednesday. Scillian, who
averaged 24 points and eight
assists per game in his senior
season, was named to his alldistrict and all-regional teams.
He hit on 58 per cent of his
shots from the floor and on 80
per cent of his free throw attempts

Upsets In
Tournament
At Seattle

Ervinas Successful
In His Coaching Debut
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Everybody always knew
Julius Erving could score and
rebound, but Wednesday night
he showed he could coach, too.
With Virginia Coach Al
Bianchi in Greensboro, N.C. to
scout the game between Carolina and Kentucky, Erving, the
American Basketball Association scoring champion, got the
the
assignment to coach
Squires in their regular season
finale against the New York
Nets.
The Squires twice fell behind
by as much as 13 points in the
first period, but got going in
the second half and pulled
away to a .121-106 decision over
----the Nets7
Guard Bernie Williams
scored 11 consecutive points for
Virginia in the final three minutes to decide the issue and
give Erving, the Squires' young
ail-star forward, a victory in
his coaching debut.
In other ABA regular season
final games, Kentucky defeated
Carolina 118-97, Memphis beat
Dallas 130-125 and Utah edged
Indiana 138-136.
In the National Basketball
Association, Boston beat Balti-

4

more 120-101, Houston topped
Buffalo 138-122, Detroit defeated Cleveland 131-119 in
overtime, Los Angeles beat
Golden State 96-89 and Phoenix
nipped Seattle 127-125.
Rookie George Gervin, who
joined the team in mid-season,
took scoring honors for the
Squires with 26 points, a high
for his brief pro career. Williams finished with 19 points
while center Billy Paultz led
New York's scoring with 24.
Bianchi, scouting Kentucky,
saw an eye-full as the Colonels
ripped the Cougars behind 27
points by Rick Mount and n by
Dan Issel. Kentucky shot 53.5
per cent from the field and led
Carolina in assists 24-13.Johnny Neumann scored 18
points and added 22 assistsone short of the ABA record-to
pace Memphis, which had to
fight off a rally by Dallas in
the final period.
Utah, which finished four
games ahead of second-place
Indiana in the ABA West, was
led by forward Willie Wise's 28
point. After Gus Johnson had
led Indiana to a 128-120 lead in
the fourth period, Wise and Ron
Boone -who scored 24 points
brought Utah back on top.

11.6 Cu' ft. Economy Food Freezer
• Stores up to 405 lbs
•3-retrigerated-sttelves4of fast
freezing plus top cold plate
• Door shelves Packages store
neatly visible at a glance
• Bulk storage rack

Hull Happy
With Success
Of New WHA

1.

Exhibition
Results
By The Associated Press
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 2, Atlanta 1
8, Cincinnati 0
New York
Los Angeles 5, Montreal 3
Boston 3, St, Louis 0
Chicago A) 6, Pittsburgh 0
Houston 4, Detroit 0
Kansas City 8, Texas 2
San Francisco 3, California 2
Milwaukee 9, San Diego 4
Oakland 13, Chicago IN) 3
Baltimore 4, New York IA) 3,
night
Thursday's Games
Atlanta vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton, Fla.
Philadelphia vs. Houston at
Cocoa, Fla.
St. Louis vs. New York (N)
at St. Petersburg, Fla., night
San Francisco vs. Chicago
(N) at Scottsdale, Ariz.
Cincinnati vs. Chicago(A)at
Sarasota, Fla.
Montreal vs. Kansas City at
Daytona Beach, Fla,
Los Angeles vs. Milwaukee at
Albuquerque, N.M.
Baltimore vs. New York (A)
at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Boston vs. Detroit at Lakeland, Fla., night
Texas vs. Minnesota at Orlando, Fla.
California vs. Milwaukee at
Tempe, Ariz., I split squad)
Cleveland vs. Oakland at
Mesa, Ariz.

CHICAGO (API - Bobby
Hull, the $2.5 million Atlas
holding the World Hockey Association, says the newborn
league made progress ''far beyond expectations" in its first
season battling the long-established National Hockey League.
Hull's own progress showed
Wednesday night as his Golden
Jets skinned the Chicago Cougars 4-3 in sudden-death overtime while Hull made his 50th
and 51st goal of the season - the
sixth time he's broken the 50
mark.
Hull says he started the season out of shape-he missed 15
games while lawyers for both
leagues traded legal bodychecks but 51 goals anyway
doesn't mean WHA play is easier:
"This league is not far behind
the NHL and some teams shadow me just as much and just as
hard as when I was with the
Black Hawks."
The 34-year-old superstar
flew the NHI, nest last summer
after 15 seasons with the
Hawks.
--Only three of the MIA's 12
clubs-New England, Quebec
and Winnipeg -have topped 6,000 in average attendance, but
Hull says "We had a lot of
things to prove to skeptics and
I think we have done that,"
adding that he's "very happy.Back in his old NHI, hometown, the WHA Cougars would
have been a lot happier if Hull
& Co., made more Chicago appearances. The Jets drew the
season's biggest crowds at the
9,300 capacity International
Amphitheatre

CAF16N
No Frost Food Freezer
of frozen
• Stores up to 549 lbs
foods
•Stores up to 710 lbs of frozen
foods

•4 cabinet shelves. 1

adjustable

• Built-in lock with self-ejecting key

•"Power-on'. signal light
• Interior light
• Built-in lock with self-ejecting

SAVE $30.00
24 HRS. SERVICE ON FREEZERS

MURRAY APPLIANCE
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Miss Pamela J(
Michael Wayne
High Point B4

AIL

Electric Fishing Motors
Model M-30

)

OR SHAKESPEARE 606—

1Your Choice

c

$

595

List $129.95

U.L Rig. NCO W.5j

SHAKESPEARE MONO
FILIMENT LINE

99c

PER SPOOL
ANY TEST

"RAPALA"
FILET KNIFE

AMBASSADEUR 5000' '
with purchase of any brand rod
$9.95 or more limit 1

SPECIAL

"BIG RED"
MARINE BATTERY
80 AMP By HESTER

standard

COAST GUARD
APPROVED
Your choice: Life Vest or
cushion. Plastic or canvas
any size vest •
—
--

"LOWRANCE" FISH LOCATOR
MODEL LFG-300
MODEL LFP-300
List $174.95
SPECIAL $12900
ALSO

"RAY JEFFERSON"
PERMANENT MOUNT

"RAY JEFFERSON"

FISH EYE DEPTH

FINDER

12 volt

U.L. Reg. Price $76.77

"QUICK 220"
SPINNING REEL
PROBABLY THE FINEST
SPINNING REEL MADE
We are factory
authorized
warranty.
$1795
Service center for
these reels.

ZEBCO 202
REELS
LIMIT

1

"BEAR" BOW
FISHING SET
oREEL .BOW
oARROW *LINE

With noise suppressor

00
$.79
U.L. Reg. Price
Special /
$104.97

$995
1
30
ALL "BOMBERS" AND
nom

U.L. Reg. Price $125.97 $0900
3
SPECIAL...

"RAY JEFFERSON"
PORTABLE MT. "6006"
FLASHERS

SPECIAL

MOUNTED ON HEAVY
JOINTED TAKE
DOWN POLE

__Apps
.mmeneilf"

$359

SPECIAL

• FLOATERS
YOU PICK
THE COLORS

CHECK THIS!!

Miss Pamela Jer
daughter of Mr. and 1
D. Drew of Mayfielc
the bride of Micha
Kuppart, son of Mr.
Charles ,C, Kupparl
Paducah in a cs
ceremony at Hig Poi
Church in Mayfie!d.
Rev. Robert Mc
dc
the
formed
ceremony at sel
o'clock in the ev
prelude of prenuptial
presented by Mil.
Lassiter, organist. 1
were registered by h
Burnett, sister of U
who wore a aesor lei
velvet dress with
blouse.
The bral party as
church aisle on a v
cloth through the fa
designated wig, whiti
wedding bows to a
area for the exch
vows. To either side
steps to the pulpit
stands supporting
arrangements of whi
and ferns tied with
bows.
Centered within U
was a white wrougl
chway entwined witi
of greenery and hi
with a traditonal wed
geeneryrxthigti
a traditional weddin
with yellow satin Wit
streamers. Flankih
chway and to either
placed twin spiral c
entwined with f6
supporting white bur
casting a soft glow
the area.
Brkie's Dre
The bride given u
by her father was E
floor length gown o
Nottingham lace styl
Lee. The fitted b
fashioned with a
neckline and full Bisl
closing in wide cuffs.
bell silhouette 3
enhanced by s Velvs
the waist and was e
the hem with a
flounce.
The simplicity of
was highlighted by
length mantilla of in
illusion bourdere
repeated lace.
She carried a
yellow. sweetheart
baby's breath wit
orchid in the ce
streamer of white
yellow lace'tied in lo
Attending the bridi
honor was Miss Jan
who was attired is
floor length gown
green velvet. The s
of the gown were hag
a scoop neckline
sleeves with sma
buttons at the wrist
yellow velvet ril
formed a Dior be
defined the semi-r
wiast. A yellow vi
worn in her hair wgs
match the ribbon 01
She carried fashi4
wave yellow roses
with yellow tuelle
yellow satin bow.
Other bridesmaid
Rita McDaniel,
Stone, and Mis
Schaefer. Their d
headpieces were ide
maid of honor. The
fashioned single
golden wave yelloi
yellow illusion and
Little Miss Chid:
cousin of the brie
flower girl. Her
headpiece were ide
bridesmaids. She
decorated white *
with yellow tulle,
streamers with yet
mum petals.
Richard Reichert
as the bestman.
amen were David
Greet, and Michs
Serving as usher
dlelighters were Ti
brother-LI-law of
and Terry Wright.
The groom chos
George tuxes with
His boutonniere
yellow rose take
bride's bouquet.
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Miss Pamela Jene Drew, ushers, fathers of the bride and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Afuzy groom, and grandfather of the
D. Drew of Mayfield, bechltte bride wore white carnation
the bride of Michag Wayne boutonnieres.
Master Brad Newson, cousin
Kuppart, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles ,C, Kuppart, Jr., of of the bride, served as
Paducah in a candlelight ringbearer. He like the
ceremony at Hig Point Baptiss, groomsmen and father of the
bride, wore a black tux with
Church in Mayfie!d.
Rev. Robert Moore per- white carnation boutonnieres.
the •• double-ring He carried the rings on a heartformed
ceremony at seven-thirty shaped white satin and lace
o'clock in the evening. A pillow fashoned by the bride's
Rev. Richard E. Walker,
prelude of prenuptial music was grandmother, Mrs. Boyce minister of the Fu-st Baptist'
presented by Miss Marla Newsome.
Church, was the speaker at the
For her daughter's wedding meeting of the Murray High
Lassiter, organist. The guests
were registered by Mrs. Linda Mrs. Drew chose a powder blue School Chapter of the Future
Burnett, sister of the groom, knit street length dress with a Homemakers of America held
who wore a adror length green short open jacket with wide on Thursday, March 72, at six
velvet dress with white lace lapel and collar. Accenting the o'clock in the evening in the
nec‘ioaa a wide blue
„Lichool
_blouse.
. The brRal party ascended the She /Oohed m
t Count" was
--thurch aisle on a white aisle cessories and wore a corsage of the
e of the talk by Rev.
accented
orchids
cymbidiurn
pews'
cloth through the family
Walker who was introduced by
designated will, white puff satin with touches of blue.
said the
Mrs. Kuppart, mother of the Amanda Buice. He
iN614., wedding bows to a decorated
most important institution is the
Alength
street
wore
a
groom,
of
area for the exchanging
home and one of the greatest
vows. To either side of covered line dress of pink knit. The decisions you will make other
steps to the pulpit were white bodice was of woven pink knit than your relationship to God is
stands supporting symetrical with a tiny bow at the waist. The your choice of a marriage
arrangements of white gladioli A-line skirt was accented by partner. The decision you make
and ferns tied with white satin tiny covered pink buttons down today will affect the tomorrow
the center of the skirt to the
bows.
and therefore your future, the
Centered within the chancel hem. She carried black patent speaker said.
corsage
a
was a white wrought iron ar- accessories and wore
The meeting was opened with
chway entwined with garlands of cyrnbidinm orchids accented
ritual with Paula Lyons,
the
of
pink.
with
touches
of greenery and high lighted
Also present for the wedding president, presiding. An inwith a traditonal wedding bell of
1 1 Mrs. Bum. spiring devotion was led by
'gfeenery and high lighteehmkis were Mr. 49
Kirksey, grand- Vickie Roberts, leader, assisted
of
Newsome
a traditional wedding bell tied
Becky Sams,
with yellow satin With extended parents of the bride, and Mrs. by Terry Dick,
and Michelle
r
of
Tucker,
grandmothe
Pam
Mitchell,
Ada
arthe
streamers, flanking
wore Richardson.
chway and to either side were the groom. Mrs. Newsome
knit dress
placed twin spiral candlelabra a flamingo colored
Ann Erwin called the roll and
entwined with foliage and with jacket. Her accessories read the minutes while Rachel
wore
supporting white burning tapers were beige. Mrs. Mitchell
Barr gave the treasurer's
dress with
casting a soft glow throughout a turquoise blue
report. A relaxer was led by
Both
accessories.
black
the area.
Krista Kennedy, recreational
grandmothers were presented leader.
Bride's Dress
carnations
The bride given in marriage corsages of white
Prys.ent for the meeting were
and white
breath
baby's
with
a
in
attired
was
father
by her
Kathy Johnson and Janice
satin
floor length gown of imported
Biggs, student teachers, Mrs.
Reception
Nottingham lace styled by Mon
Crass and Mrs. G.T. Lilly,
Sally
were
'parents
The bride's
Lee. The fitted bodice was
advisors, the guest speaker, and
in
held
reileption
the
for
hosts
fashioned with a Victorian
fellowship hall of the church the members.
neckline and full Bishop sleeves the
the ceremony.
following
DemiThe
cuffs.
closing in wide
The serving table was
bell silhouette skirt was
enhanced by a Velvet ribbon at covered with a white lace table
the waist and was encircled at cloth with a gathered net skirt.
the hem with a wide .lace Tiny yellow satin bows were
placed around the edges of the
flounce.
The simplicity of the gown cloth. The table was centered
was highlighted by a chapel- with an elegant silver canlength mantilla of imported silk dlelabrum arrangement of
The Creative Arts Departellow roses and foliage with
illusion hourdered in the
'touches of tulle and satin ment of the Murray Woman's
repeated lace.
She carried a nosegay of streamers. Burning yellow Club met at the- club houseon
the Monday, March 26, ,at ninehighlighted
yellows sweetheart roses and tapers
thirty o'clock in the mornilior
baby's breath with a white arrangements.
its workshop meeting.
orchid in the center, with
cake,
The five tiered wedding
streamer of white satin and topped with a miniature bride
Mrs. Larry Doyle was Ne
yellow lace. tied in lover's knots.
for the continuation of
teacher
featured
statuette,
and groom
Attending the bride as rnaid-qf icing with yellow roses and the lesson on "Batilting."
honor was Miss Jana Williams, white cupids. The punch was
The chairman, Mrs. A.W.
who was attired in a formal served to the wedding party in
presided at the
Russell,
floor length gown of forest silver cups with all the apbusiness meeting. New officers
green velvet. The simple lines pointments being silver.
elected for the coming year are
of the gown were high lighted by
Mrs. Tess Hopson, chairman;
reception
Those serving at the
a scoop neckline and straight
Mrs. Larry Doyle, vicesleeves with small covered were Miss Niciue Nichols, and
chairman; Mrs. Wallace
narrow
wearing
A
Morgan
wrist.
the
at
Miss Rita
buttons
Baggett, secretary; Mrs.
yellow velvet ribbon, that matching floor length yellow
Burton Young, treasurer.
formed a Dior bow in front floral taffeta skirts and yellow
Final plans were discussed
defined the semi-rise at the satin blouses.
the Art Show by students of
for
ribbon
vriast. A yellow velvet
helping serve was Mrs. Calloway and Murray High
Also
worn in her hair wts designed to
Glenda Newsome, aunt of the Schools on March 29, 30. and 31
match the ribbon on her gow'n.
bride. She was attired in a floor at the club house. Hours will be
golden
fashioned
She carried
green knit dress ac- from 2:30 to 5:30 p.m. Thursday
length
wave yellow roses decorated
with an elegant told and Friday and from one to five
cented
with yellow tuelle illusion and
beaded belt at the waist.
p.m. on Saturday.
bow.
satin
yellow
Mrs. Ben 'rrevathan and Mrs.
Miss
Little Miss Sherry Newsome,
Other bridesmaids were
Oakley, members of the
Hugh
Rita McDaniel, Miss Jody cousin of the bride, handed out
publicity committee, urge the
Stone, and Miss Robynn nee bags to the guests In a white
public to attend the show with
Schaefer. Their dresses and wicker basket. She wore a floor
the
purpose being to create
headpieces were identical to the length green checked skirt with
interests and appreciation in art
maid of honor. They carried a green blouse.
by the youth and to award a
fashioned single decorated
organist, those serving at scholarship to a student for
The
golden wave yellow rose with
Murray State
the reception, the person at the study at
yellow illusion and yellow satin.
guest register, and the one University.
Little Miss Cindy Galloway,
Hostesses for the social hour
handing out rice bags were all
cousin of the bride, was the presented with gift corsages of were Mrs. Baggett, Mrs. Doyle,
flower girl. Her dress and
wile carnations with baby's Mrs. Oakley, Mrs. Hopson, and
headpiece were identical to the
Mrs. Hiram Tucker.
and white satin.
breath
bridesmaids. She carried a
Rehearsal Dinner
decorated white wicker basket
Mr and Mrs. Charles C.
with yellow tulle, satin, and
streamers with yellow rose and Kuppart, Jr., entertained the
bridal party with a buffet
mum petals.
Richard Reichert, Jr., served supper at the Fellowship Hall in
as the be.stman. The goom- the church. The table was
sinen were David Driver, Dan covered with a white table cloth
Greet, and Michael Dickson. and held a bride and groom
Serving as ushers and can- centerpiece. Approximately
dlelighters were Terry Burnett, thirty guests attended.
brother-tilt-law of the groom,
After the dinner the bride and
and Terry Wright.
groom presented gifts to the
The groom chose grey King bridal party.
George tuxes with an ascot tie.
Prenuptial Events
His boutonniere was a single
bride-elect was honored
The
the
from
taken
yellow rose
personal shower at the
a
with
bride's bouquet. Groomsmen,
home of Miss Jana Williams.
Approximately 20 guests attended or sent gifts.
A household shower was
given by Mrs. Orene Newsome
Aurora, Ky.
and Mrs. Glenda Newsome with
approximately 120 guests attending or sending gifts.

Rev. Walker Guest
Speaker At Murray
High FHA Meeting

Workshop Meet Held
By Creative Arts

Group .On .Monday

The
GOODIE PLACE
• Gifts
• Decoratives

We Can Hardly Wait To
See Your Smiling Face
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Dr. Charles F.-Hinds Speaks At Miss Krista Erwin
Honored At Shower
p
Home
Waldro
UDC Meeting Held,
At Fellowship Hall

Miss Pamela Jene Drew Becomes Bride Of
Michael Wayne Kuppart In Ceremony At
High Point Baptist Church At Mayfield

—

LEDGER

Miss Rita McDaniel, assisted
by her sister, Pam, and her
mother, Mrs. George McDaniel,
hosted a lovely crystal shower
with approximately M guests
attending or sending gifts.

The J.N. Williams Chapter
No. 805 UDC held its regular
March meeting at the home of
Mrs. C. Wesley Waldrop, 1602
Miller.
Dr. Charles F. Hinds,
Director of Libraries, Murray
_State et/diversity was the guest
speaker who presented a most
Interesting and cotnparative
commentary on the Union
General, Don Carlos Buell and
e Confederate General,
/Braxton Bragg.
Despite the fact that they
By Abigail Van Buren
were rivals in the war between
the States, Dr. Hinds pointed
DEAR ABBY: I am 22 and am planning my wedding. I
out that they had much in
want sorority sisters and cousins about my age in my wedcommon. He said both were
ding party as I have no sisters. My fiance has one sister,
West Point graduates, both
15, and she is my problem. I hardly know her because she
served in the Seminole war and
lives in another state, but I have seen her and she is a
Mexican war under General
raving beauty Please don't think I am a terrible person,
Taylor, and both were general,
but every bride wants to be the star of her own wedding,
of the opposing forces in the
and if this 15-year-old knockout is in the wedding party, she
War Between the States.
will make me look like a dog.
General Bragg was promoted
I can't begin to describe this girl's beauty. She has a
to IA. Colonel for distinguished
beautiful figure, long blonde hair, and big blue eyes. She
service at Buena Vista. He
does some professional fashion modeling When she walks
:..r'ned from the army in 1856
down the street, heads turn.
and lived on his Louisiana
I could use tlie *use that she's too young, but she
plantation until the outbreak of
doesn't look young. I want to do the right thing, but I don't
the war between the States
want to spoil my owte wedding by inviting this kind of
when he was appointed
competition Please help me decide
JEALOUS DOWN SOUTH
brigadier general in the Confederate Army and assigned to
DEAR JEALOUS4 No matter bow beautiful others to
the coast _from
command
comes
the wedding party ate, the bride's glow 01 happiness
Pensacola to Mobile.
model
Professional
DO
a
radiance
shining Wu, giviagrher
In February 1862, he was
can
can match. Remember this, thee make a decision you
promoted to major general and
Bye with.
sent north to command the 7nd
corps under General Albert S.
who
people
the
DEAR ABBY: Between you and me,
Johnston. He commanded the
vete to you are either morons, or they' gie just plain stupid.
Confederate right at the battle
HARRY EN ST LOUIS
of Shiloh and was promoted to
"sar.
general upow the death of
.N14 DEAR HARRY: Which are YOU?
,
Johnston. In June, he succeeded
i3eauregard in command of the
DEAR ABBY My husband of four years has just anArmy of the Tennessee. There
lieunced he plans to attend his first wife's funeral. [She is
Bragg's invasion of
followed
I
terminal
illness
mitring the end of a
Kentucky in the hope that the
My husband divorced this woman to marry me. So far
successes of a Confederate
I have been too stunned to talk about it, but I would iike to
he
if
Army could induce Kentucky to
do
should
I
what
and
idea,
the
of
you
think
what
know
join
the South, Hinds said.
AROUND
TIME
SECOND
expects me to attend?
General Buell, the Union
to
DEAR SECOND: I think the fact that be plass
commander was able to unite
attend her (liberal Is to his credit. Since be divorced her to
his forces against Bragg at
marry you. he probably will not expect you to attend. But
Perryville and after the
If be does, U you think your presence there will composed
resulting battle, though really a
the sorrow for 'her family tied friends, stay Some.
draw, Bragg retreated into
Tennessee.
Rosecrans was sent against
DEAR ABBY Our family likes to get together once a
him with a new Federal Army
year for a repnion
and on Dec. 31, 1862 Bragg,
Since I'm the one with the largest house, I always have
though outnumbered, attacked
It at my place. This year a nephew called and asked if he
could bring Ms wife's pii4pits and also some of her other
at Murfreesboro or Stone River.
0 In town. I said I was sorry but
The result was a victory for
relatiyes They live rt.
•
those people are strangers to
Bragg, which he tailed to follow
this is a family
out of hand it could got tf
to
up, retiring Instead
. me. I also "considered
everybody staked inc ell THEIR relatives by marriage.
Tallahoma.
Rosecrans followed him and
' Well, this nephew said, "Gee, what am I going to do? I
already invited them."
by outmaneuvering him, forced
I told him he could Make me the heavy To simply tell
Bragg into the mountains. On
them that he invitedifiem before clearing it with me, and I
Sept. 19, 1863, Bragg attacked at
said no.
Chicamauga and won one of his
The day of the reunion this nephew and his we called
greatest victories.
and canceled out.
Other engagements followed,
Don't you think this nephew was out of line Or was I but on Dec. 2, 1863 he was
AUNTIE relieved of his command by
wrong'
General Joseph E. Johnston and
DEAR AUNTIE: He was out of line—and you were sot
to Richmond where he
sent
vrtoag.
became military advisor to
Jefferson Davis with nominal
rank as commander in chief of

Miss Krista Erwin, April 6th
bride-elect of Jan Reece Vance,
was honored with a bridal
shower held in the fellowship
hall of the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, March 20, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
Games were directed by Miss
Lynn Erwin and Miss Debbie
Erwin, sisters of the bride.
The hall was decorated in
pink and blue. The bulletin
board held a bride and groom
with the punted words, "Best
Wishes Krista and Jan," above
the couple.
Miss Erwin opened her many
lovely gifts while seated under a
pink unbrella The gifts were
displayed on a table for the
guests to view.
The tea table was covered
with a white cloth trimmed with
pink and _blue_ flowers. The
center et the table held an
arrangement of pink and white
roses encircled by four pink
candles.
The guests were served white
cake squares decorated with
tiny pink bells, punch, mints,
and nuts by Mrs Mel Erwin,
Mrs. Fins Erwn, and Mrs.
Jenpifer Phillips.
Approximately fifty guests
were present or sent gifts.

She doesn't want raving
beauty in, wedding party

meet at Gleason Hall at seven
Thursday, March 29
Jackson Purchase Chapter of p.m. The purpose of the meeting
Retired Officers Association is to consider changes in the
will have a dinner meeting at .ConstgutOn•
the Holiday Inn, Paducah, at
SWIM Concerns Committee
6:30 p.m.
will meet at the Douglas Center
Concerto recital of Billie at 7:30 p.m.
Cash, piano, Louisville, will be
at eight p.m. in the Recital Hall
Friday, March 31
Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Annual Student Art Exhibit
Center, MSU.
will be at Murray Woman's
Club House from 2:30 to 5:30
First p.m.
for
Safeboating
Mate*sponsored by MurraySaturday, March 31
Kenlake Flotialla, will be at the
Public
A country music show and
County
Calloway
chili supper will be held by the
Library at seven p.m
Faxon Mothers Club at the
School. Serving will start
taxon
Leo's
Parents of St.
at 6:30 p.m. and the show will
Cooperative Preschool will
start at 7:30 p.m.

Mrs. M. C. Henry
Hostess For South
Murray Club Meet

DR. CHARLES F HINDS
the Confederate Armies.
After the war he became chief
engineer of Alabama, and later
lived in Texas where he died in
1876.
At the outbreak of the war,
Union General Don Carlos Buell
brigadier
was appointed
general of volunteers. After
aiding in the organization of the
army of the Potomac, he was
sent t6 Kentucky for similar
duty and in Nov. 1861 was given
command of the army of the
Ohio.
He met little opposition
because of Grant's successes at
Forts Henry and Donelson and
he occupied Bowling Green,
Ky., Feb. 14 and Nashville,
Tenn., Feb. 25.
General Halleck ordered
Buell's advance and he arrived'
with his troops at Shiloh just in
time to turn the battle into a
victory.
General Buell accompanied
DINNER FOR-FfSi+li
-Gen. Halleilito Corinth and was
Chops with Sauerkraut
there detached with four I ange Squash
Green Peas
divisions to occupy Chat- (110( °late Brownies Beverage
tanooga.
oft‘NGE SQL ASH
Here, General Braxton Bragg
One of the best ways to preof the Confederate Army pare froaen squash
reached Chattanooga first I package 112 ounces1 frozen
cooked squash
swept on in his invasion of
Kentucky,. patting to Buell's 2 tablespoons butter
sugar
rear. To protect his lines of I tablespoon dark brown
salt
1/2
teaspoon
was
Buell
communication,
1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
forced to abandon middle
1/2 teaspoon grated orange rind
Tennessee and retreat to Membrane-free sections from
be
to
seemed
which
Louisville,
large orange
Bragg's objective. Reaching
Into a saucepan turn all the
Louisville first, Buell turned ingredients except the orange
and advanced to meet Bragg. sections Heat according to
The contact resulted in the package directions for rangetop
severe battle of Perryville Oct. cooking Fold in the orange sec6, 1862. Buell slowly followed tions Makes 4 small servi
Bragg's retreat for several
days, then abandoned pursuit.
For allowing Bragg's escape, he
was replaced by General
William Rosecrans.
A military investigation was
held and Gen. Buell was
relieved of his command. He
took no further part in the war,
although Grant, several times,
his
vainly recommended
restoration.
A short business meeting was
conducted by the president,
Miss Maude Nance and a
delicious dessert plate was
served by the hostess and her
co-hostess, Mrs. Neva Waters.
Members present were:
Mesdames John J. lavesay,
E.W. Riley, W.Z. Carter, Neva
Waters, Henry Elliott, Charles
Stubblefield, Hess Crossland,
Leonard Vaughn, Helen W.
Lassiter, Miss Maude Nance
and Mrs. W Wesley Waldrop,
hostess One visitor was DiHinds, guest
Charles F
speaker

Mrs. M. C. Henry opened her
home for the March meeting of
the South Murray Homemakers
Club.
The craft lesson on "Copper
Tooling" was presented by Mrs.
N. P. Cavitta Mrs F. M. Murphy, guests for the day, gave a
demonstration on "Pattern
Drafting" and showed how each
woman could have a basic
pattern to fit her own figure.
Mrs. Raymond Carter gave
an interesting review of the
book, "President's Lady" by
Irving Stone.
The president, Mrs. Henry,
presided. Mrs. Claude Miller
The United Methodist Women gave the devotion on "Love"
of the Goshen and Lynn Grove with her scripture reading from
churches will have its Week of the 13th chapter of I CorinPrayer and Self Denial thians.
program at Goshen Church at
Mrs. Tom Covington read the
two p.m.
minutes and called the roll
while Mrs. Lottie Gibson gave
Annual Student Art Exhibit of the treasurer's report. Lessons
Calloway and Murray High for the coming year were
School will be at the Murray selected by the members.
Woman's Club house from one
Refreshments were served by
to five p.m.
the hostess, Mrs. Henry, to the
eleven members and one guest.
Sunday, April 1
The April meeting will be held
The children of Mr. and Mrs. at the home of Mrs. Kenneth
C.O. Jones will honor them on Owen.
their 50th wedding anniversary
with a reception at the
Before storing out-of-season
Fellowship Hall of the Kirksey children's clothes, let out the
Baptist Church from two to four cuffs or pants and the hems of
p.m. All friends and relatives skirts and dresses before washing or sending to the dry cleanare invited.
ers. This makes it easier the
next season to put in the new
A Christian Pep Rally for all hems.
youth of Murray and Calloway
County will be held at the
lin le or
I- or gourincts Add
Murray City Park at two p.m.
liqueur to cnttra•
flavored
angc
of
as a part of Phase IV of Key '73
Mrs. Larry Doyle gave a lesson on "Batiking" at the meeting
strong hl.h.I of Ice .ind scrsr in
the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Also "Calling Our Continent To demi
tips.
left.
Hopson,
secretary,
Christ."
shown is Mrs. lass

"The first flowers of spring:Will it be a new camper-a
motorboat, or sailboat-a new
car this spring') Protect it with
complete Insurance from the
Murray Insurance Agency

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
8E1 AIR CENTER 753 47c

Up in the clouds with the
Joyce platform.
Black, Blue, White

MIMIRAY,KY.

--
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CAPITAL TOUCH

Last U.S. road
miles disputed
work estunated to cost $13 bill
lion was under way or autho
rued
AS currently designated,
WASHINGTON — The inthe system consists al 34,385
terstate highway system
miles of rural and 8,115 miles
added 1,405 miles to its -open
of urban highways Highway
for traffic" category in 1972
authorities said 27,826 miles
and now work has been com180.9 per cent) of the rural
pleted or is under way on 98
mileage and 6,567 miles I also
per cent of the 42,500-mile net80 9 per cent) of the urban
work
mileage were open to traffic.
According to Secretary of
Transportation Charles S.
The original completion
Brinegar, only 791 miles, or 2 ,„date for the entire interstate
per cent, have not yet adsystem was 1972, but the Nixvanced to the point where
has
on
administration
public hearings on location
stretched it out to 1980
have been held
Budget authorization reBut these last miles may be
quests had been running close
among the hardest to travel
to $4 billion a year, but for fisFederal highway officials say
cal 1974, President Nixon is
L• that Z30 of the 971 miles art asking for about $3 25 billion
in serious dispute" and that
considerably less money
some stretches - those in and
and in an inflationary situaround cities and others unation to boot •
der attack from environmenThe continuing program of
may be removed
talists
federal aid for the improveCongress
Late in 1968.
ment of federal-aid primary
added 1,500 miles to the interand secondary highway sysstate system and much of it is
tems and their urban extenstill in so-called "prelimi- sions, and the new urban sys153
has
Florida
status
nary
tem, for which $1 425 billion
miles of this between Tampa
was apportioned for fiscal
and Miami and apparently is
1973, has a record of 773,226
having difficulty finding a line
miles of construction conacross the state which the
tracts completed or under
ecologists will support Wisway (A this, 260.752 miles
consin has 110 miles between
were completed from 1956
Milwaukee and Green Bay yet through last Dec 31
to be approved
The highway trust fund.
In addition to the 34,393
which is the source of federal
miles about 81 per cent of the
system) already competed, moneys for the federal-aid interstate and other highway
construction is under way an
programs, received $1 447 bilanother 3.293 miles.
Commenting on the 1972 lion of tax revenue income
record, Brinegar said It re- during the three months
flects the stead) progress be- ended Dec 31, 1972, and 73 per
ing made in constructing this, cent of it from taxes on motor
the safest and best engineered fuel
Texas leads all states in
highway network in the
mileage of interstate highworld
Just under $50 billion has ways open to traffic with
been put to work on the feder- 2,559 93 while California is
al-aid interstate program second, with 1,977 90 miles
since it was accelerated in Pennsylvania ranks third at
1956 Work completed since 1.410 43, Ohio fourth with
July 1. 1956, has cost $37 bil- 1.382 19 and Illinois fifth with
lion and, as of last Dec 31, 1.368.2A
By L EDGAR PRINA
Copley News Service

Dollar Activity May Lead To Restricted Monetary Policies
NEW YORK (AP) — A significant role in the flight of dollars into German marks and
Japanese yen during the recent
monetary crisis appears to
have been played by loans and
withdrawals from banks here.
But perhaps of even greater
significance, in the opinion of a
respected investment and economic adviser, is that a misinterpretation of the activity
might lead to a restrictive monetary policy that could end do-

mestic economic expansion.
John Wright believes this is
the inescapable conclusion of a
review of surging bank loan figures for New York during the
period of mounting pressure on
the dollar and frantic efforts to
convert them to marks and
yen.
His interpretation suggests
that large corporations, particularly those with multinational operations, were heavily
involved in the crisis, along

statement of confidence is not
forthcoming from Arthur F.
Burns, chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board.
His explanation:
"A significant portion of the
dollar outflow into Germany
and Japan almost certainly included bank loans by, as well
as deposits withdrawn from,
major U.S. banks.
"This is self-evident in the
fact that the recent surge in
bank lending to a new record-

with the more commonly but
anonymously mentioned "speculators" and "Middle East oil
men."
But Wright, whose Wright
Advisory Service counsels
many banks and institutions,
says all that is in the past. The
international aspect of the situation is under control.
Nevertheless, he continues,
the domestic consequences of a
misunderstanding could be recessionary if an immediate

By Helen Price Stacy
Natural Bridge State Resort
Park near Slade in Powell
County could be headquarters
for one of your most exciting
hiking expeditions in all Kentucky It just might lead you to a
silver mine—if old legends can
be believed., Who in Kentucky
tucky--or West Virginia or
Tennessee—has not heard about
the long lost silver mines
reputed to have been discovered
by Indians centuries ago and
revealed by a French youth to
Englishman John Swift'
Swift is said to have made a
series of trips from Virginia
into the wilderness of Kentucky
to work the mines, load silver on
horses and mules and carry the
treasure back to his home
A plaque on the courthouse
square in C.a pton, seat of
Wolfe County, ds credence to
a legend that S ift and his party
camped near the spot in the
1760's, during the time they
were mining silver
Campton is named for the
camp established by the silverseeking party, as Swift's Camp
Creek, a stream that flows
through the town and into Red
River Gorge at a point beyond
Rock Bridge_
Swift became ill and blind on
his last trip to the workings and
was never able to tell others
exactly where the mines were,
though he left behind a journal.
Explicit directions, as well as
accurate descriptions of
unusually shaped rocks-Haystack Rock, Tea Kettle
Rock and the like—have
provided hope for treasure
hunters through the years, but
so far as is known, the mines
have never been found.
Detailed markings such as
turkey tracks mentioned by
Swift have been found in the
Gorge and are visible atop Rock
Bridge along with faintly
outlined bars to indicate rock
steps and rooms in a cave.
In Tight Hollow in Daniel
Boone National Forest, leaves
and brush have almost covered
a hole dug in recent years by a
group from New York searching for the elusive mines.

crisis would soon be upon them.

breaking level was concentrated almost exclusively in the
major New York City banks

He claims heavy borrowing
did not spread throughout the
country until after the international crisis was well under
way. And he feels it was
company
by
triggered
treasurers viewing the New
York figures and interpreting
them to mean a borrowing

Thus, Wright says, the Federal Reserve "is now confronted
with a crisis of international
rather than domestic origin, the
causes of which have already
been laid to rest."

PUT %J

Moreover, "it is almost universally misunderstood to be a
result of excessively rapid economic domestic growth, justifying high interest rates and restrictive monetary policy "
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Sizes 2-6

Sizes 7-14

$ 1 37 $297
Girls

13.
Come th And See
_ Wily Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
a—.•• _ Highway
641 MURRAY, K1.

ST.
JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

100% Pure Pain
Reliever
Bottle of 200

BIKINI PANTIES
Package of 7

Alka-Seltzer

$

Sizes 6 14

1

Writers for many decades
have been describing the locale
of the mines and the Englishman who found out about them
from a youth named Mundy,
who learned about the three
Indians.
from
workings
Treasure hunters have obtained
copies of Swift's journal and of
maps used by his party. They
point to a stream that flows
contrary' to nature and mines
whose races have been sealed
with a particular clay.
Though many counties in
Kentucky as well as other
nearby states claim the lost
mines, records and legends
point to Swift's Camp Creek and
the Red River Gorge area as
likely places for the silver
workings.
Natural Bridge State Resort
Park's superintendent,
is
Clarence
Hensley,
knowledgeable about the lore
and legend surrounding Swift.
He would be glad to start you off
on your "treasure hunt,"
provided you agree you are out
more for exercise than for
fortune.
The spot might have been
walked over by thousands of
feet, hiking mountain trails.
New eyes might see a hidden
link to the lost treasure that
Swift said if found, "would
make all Kentucky rich."
Even if you don't find the
silver mines, you will have
hiked in a region that abounds
in other treasures—the bounty
of nature. These lodes of
magnificent scenery, majestic
peaks and rock arches, not to
mention countless wildflowers
and trees, are treasure enough.

Al, ROSS
1 More daring
(coilog
6 Precipitous
11 Refund
12 Analyzed
as sentence
14 City in Russia
15 Burdens
17 Symbol for
ruthenium
18 Danish and
dry/man
19 Fruit cakes
20 Beast of
burden
21 Sun god
22 Bristles
23 Conspiracy
24 Scoffed
26 Profits
27 Young girl
28 Son of Adam
29 Mortification
31 Amass
34 Indefinite
number
35 Stupid
persons
(slang)
36 Three toed
sloth
37 Goal
38 Grasps
39 Shade tree
40 Lead (abbr )
41 Old womanish
42 Heraldic device
43 Deadly
45 sprinter
47 Speak with
drawn out
tone
48 Spirited
horse
DOWN
1 European
2 Encourage
3 Combining
Sewn', bad
4 Latin
conpunction
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100% Nylon Double Knit

MISS BRECK

JERGENS
LOTION

Sizes 8-18

HAIR SPRAY

Asst Colors

$297
Little Girls

Extra Dry Skin Formula

BASEBALL
SHOES
CREST TOOTHPASTE

Sizes Sizes 8's.4

Steel Cleats

Choice of Regular or Mint Flavor.
Extra Large 5-oz. Tube

48

Reg. 89'

BIONDIE

DRESS
SHOES

For Men & Boys

Stories have been told all the
way from Lewis, Elliot,
Lawrence, Johnson and Pike
Counties about silver mines and
men who retrieved the valuable
metal and made it into counterfeit dollars. Invariable, when
the men were taken to court
they were cleared of any
charges, for assays of the coins
revealed they were purer in
silver than the common silver
dollar

66

TOW

ALKA-SELTZER

Re-discover Kentucky

'Treasure' Abounds Along
Silver Mine Trail Route
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6 freshet
7 Youngsters
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vetch
9 Plural
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11 Bellows
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particles of
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mouth
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22 Disreputable
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25 ilefrican
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winds
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1 More daring
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6 Precipitous
11 Refund
12 Analyzed
as sentence
14 City in Russia
15 Burdens
17 Symbol for
ruthenium
18 Danish land
division
19 Fruit cakes
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20 Beast of
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35
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Get
29
21 Sun god
scent of
38 Eat away
22 Brtstles
39 Sea eagle
30 Passed along
23 Conspiracy
41 Exclamation
by hand
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39 Shade tree
71
40 Lead fabbr )
41 Old womanish
24
25
.,... e
42 Heraldic device
43 Deadly
";......,
45 Sprinter
47 Speak with
37 33
ti::::r* 31
19 30
drawn out
••:_ith
*tone
i
t
v
-‘175
'
34
'•'•
..•::: 36
48 Spirited
..‘:-...4
horse
'•-•-' 39
37
'•••.•:
i::::.'311
.-9-1.
--•
41
40
‘x•ii
1 European
45 46
44
43
2 Encourage
3 Combining
form bad
_.`g4a
1.isVA._
.
4 Latin
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LITTLE KID UKE THAT ?

has given on what makes
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Mars tick.
Copley News Service
"The name of the game is
''Just
—
N.J.
PRINCETON,
science," Brown said. "We
by coincidence," Irving
know enough from Mariner 9
Brown said with a sheepish
that the technology is not a
smile, "the Viking Lander will
the sciset down on Mars on July 4, -major problem. But,
more
lots
know
to
want
tisesi
en
1976."
- prOcipally whether life
Brown, program manager
ever egisted, is now present or
of RCA's role in the 450-nulnught develop in the future."
lion-mile-trip to the red planViking's orbiter and lander
et, was discussing in an interwill conduct scientific studies
view at the,RCA Space Center
together and separately -here the latest plans for the
studies of the Martian atmo1975-76 scientific venture. The
sphere and surface.
plan is for twin spacecraft to
While the orbiter performs
be launched between August
thermal and water-vavisual,
the
for
1975,
September,
and
por mapping, the lander will
11-month voyage that scienconduct biological and organtists hope will unlock more of
ic analyses of Martian soil on
the secrets of the planet that
the surface, plus taking panosome think has a good chance
ramic color pictures of its
of
of possessing sonic form
surroundings and obtaining
life
geophysical and meteorolog"Yes, we are on schedule,"
ical data
Brown said, while refusing to
At the closest point during
admit that American Bicenthe 90-day scientific experitennial planners — or any
ments following the 11-month
persons other than scientists
try, Viking will be at least 250
— have had anything to do
nullion miles from the earth
with selecting the Fourth of
I the 450-trullion-nule trip reJuly target date
sults from changing relative
But, the mischievous twinpositions of the earth arid
kle in his eye was enough
Mars during the voyage).
proof that all concerned were
Thus, live television will not
well aware that such a scienbe possible -- one-way transtific feat would give a tag
mission of a single picture reboost to President Nixon and
gulling at least 20 nunutes.
others planning the gala 200th
However, spectacular color
anniversary of America's
pictures will be sent earthbirth. •'It's just by coinciward for study by scientists
dence," Brown insisted
and eventual showing to the
public
Bicentennial timing notwithstanding, the amazing
.•We expect to get many
project is certain to provide
kinds of new and more precise
data," Brown said.
scientists more accurate information than even highly
-From the Lander all comsuccessful orbiting Manner 9
munication On the binder is

NOW CAN HE HELP OIR TEAM?

THI515 NoTHER
'RERUN'. CAN HE

Q
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'&40
-/

,

ILONDIE

THE PHANTOM

handled by RCA), we hope to
send back information on soil,
temperature, wind speed, evidence of earthquakes, magnetic properties and much desired information on densities." Some of this data may
settle arguments as to whether there is life on the planet
and whether information
from the 1971 Mariner orbits
on possible presence of rivers
is correct.
Project Viking involves
many U.S. finos and scientific groups, with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration having over-all
direction of the project.
Martin-Marietta is the prime
contractor and will provide
the Than III launch vehicle
while a General Dynamics'
Centaur wtll be the second
stage that will fire Viking into
its Mars trajectory. TeledyneRyan will assemble the radar
landing systems for the soft
touchdown on Mars, and the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory at
Pasadena, Calif. will do the
tracking and collect the data
sent back from the planet

You
invented
your fun
By HELEN PAGEL
Copley News Service

LEGAL NOTICE

WANT TO BUY

FOR SALE

WANT TO BUY camper jacks for ANTIQUE DINING table and
NOTICE
removal and handling of pickup buffet. Table has gateway legs,
In accordance with Kentucky
M29C carved flower design on table and
camper. Phone 753-7745.
Statutes, ,Sections 25.195 and
buffet. Also three old bedsteads,
25.200: Notice is hereby given
four ladder back chairs. Phone
that a report of FINAL setMUSIC
753-0176 or 489-2166 after 5:00
tlement of accounts was on
M29C
p.m.
MARCH 26, 1973, filed by Colleen PIANO
TUNING—RepairMoore & Clara Furches, Co- rebuilding. Prompt expert serExecutors of the estate of Cloteel vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt USED MOBILE home, 10'150',
T Butterworth, Deed and that pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, two bedrooms, furnished, air
the same has been approved by Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- conditioner, washer, 4 mile
north of Murray. Phone 436the Calloway County Court and 8911. •
A3C
ordered filed to lie over for exTFC 5412,
ceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do PIANO TUNING and Repair. GOOD DRESSES, sizes 14'1 and
so on or before April 23, 1973 or Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered 16'1. Some two piece and some
be forever barred. Witness my craftsman Piano Technician three piece, $2.00 each. Girl's
TFC dresses, sizes 8 to 10, $2.00 each.
hand this 26 day: of March, 1973. Guild.
By Marvin Harris
M29C
Phone 753-3948.
County Court Clerk, Calloway
9.111M=194
county, Kentucky
USED AIR CONDITIONER.
1TP
By:. Judith Ainley, D ('
Excellent condition. Phone 753M29C
Please
7191 or 753-1748.

Advertisers

In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25 195 and
25 200: notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAI. settlement of accounts was on
MARCH 26, 1973 filed by Opal
Mathis Edwards, Adrrunistratra
of the estate of J C Edwards,
Dec and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions Any person
desiring to file any exception
thereto will do so on or before
April 23, 1973 or be forevek
barred. Witness my hand this 26
day of March, 1973
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Kentucky

Check Your Ads
We'd like to check each
Want Ad to make sure it Is
printed just the way you
want It, but in such a fast,
Large volume operation it
just Isn't possible.
Each ad is carefully proof
read, of course, but still an
error can occur in content
or classification.
If you find an error In your
ad or If ad Is omitted, and if
you notify us the first day
of such error, we'll be
responsible for correction.
Sorry, but if error continues after first day of
appearance and if we are
not notified the first day
error is made, the
responsibility Is yours

HI NEI6HBOR' Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets' It's
super' Rent electric shampooer
$1.00.Big K. Belaire Shopping
M31C
Center
YARD SALE, April 7 and 8,
Saturday and Sunday from 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 641 North from
Murray turn right at Wiggins
Furniture, 2nd house on right.
Electronic air cleaner, used two
months—like new, $50.00; T.V.
Stand, $5 00; Metal bookcase
$4.00; 7' pole lamp, $2.00; some 8
track tapes, $2.00 each; tape case
holds 24 tapes), $5.00; lady's
purses; wigs, cake plate; lots of
women's clothes and other
miscellaneous items. Watch next
weeks paper for other-bigger ad.
For more information phone 753M31NC
8237 after 5,30 p.m.

Fun didn't came prepackaged 60 years ago You didn't
and let
sit in front of a
1TP
someone else entertain you,
By: Judith Ainley, D C
or join MXTIC organization and
wait for the leader to suggest
In accordance with Kentucky
ways for you to amuse yourSo, please check your
self If you wanted to have Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
25.200 Notice is hereby given
fun, you invented your own
advertisement each time It
that a report of FINAL setOrdinarily, parents and
our
appears and notify
BY OWNER; three bedroom
teachers and such people did tlement of accounts was on
Department
Classified
brick house, fully carpeted, large
Jessie
by
filed
1973
March 26,
impose what they considered
promptly in case of an
and dining area, kitchen,
den
reasonable restrictions on the Carman, Executor of the estate
error. Thank you for your
large living room, bath, utility
ideas of the younger genera- of Arrruel Carman, Dec'd and
cooperation.
room. Large patio and storage
tion, but on April Fools Day
that the same has been approved
space. On large shady lot in
the sky was the limit
by the Calloway County Court
Kingswood Subdivision. Phone
The real business of the day
and ordered filed to he over for
M31C
753-7314.
began at home early in the exceptions Any person desiring
FOR SALE
morning when the youngsters to file any exception thereto will
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
filled the sugar bowl with salt do so on or before April M, 1973 or
brick home, carpted, three large
and put sour cream in the
my
Witness
barred.
be forever
16'
BOAT,
FIBERGLASS
bedrooms, living room, den,
cream pitcher
1973.
hand this 26 day of March,
Glastron,33 H.P. Evinrude motor kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
Father, busy with the mornBy Marvin Harris
and trailer Excellent condition. two baths, double garage with
ing paper, usually forgot what
County Court Clerk, Calloway Phone 753-2264 after 6.00
abhe
when
day it was, and
storage room, patio, central heat
County, Kentucky
A4C,
pm
sentmindedly put two heaping
and air, nice lot. Shown by ap1TP
By . Judith Amley, D C
teaspoons full of salt into his
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
A4C
cup of coffee and sprinkled
after 5:00 p.m.
WHITE POSTER bed, full size,
more of it over his oatmeal,
In accordance with Kentucky mattress and springs, 4 drawer
and then poured a generous
brick home.
195 and chest and lingerie chest Phone THREE BEDROOM
amount of sour cream into Statutes, Section 25
blocks.
school—four
High
given
hereby
is
Notice
M29P
753-3508 after 5 00 p.m
cup and dish, the youngsters 25.200
zone Adjacent
School
Robertson
sethad about all they could do to that a report of FINAL
to park. Air conditioned, carwas on
tlement of accounts
keep from bursting with glee
GENERAL STORE, located in peted one bath, utility, living
Guy
by
filed
1973
26,
March
And when he finally took a
Hazel, Kentucky. Reason for room, large kitchen-dining area.
Jackson, Executor of the estate
mouthful of the oatmeal and
M31C
selling,
Phone 753-8654
retiring. Phone 492of R.L. Jackson. Dec'd and that
then, in a panic, tried to wash
8241.
M29P
by
approved
been
has
same
the
salted
heavily
it down with the
coffee. his antics literally
the Calloway: County Court and FIBERGLASS BASS boat, 40
brought down the house True, ordered tiled to lie over for ex- H.P. Evtnrude motor and trailer,
it was a little hard on father, ceptions. Any person desiring to or 14' aluminum V Bottom boat,
but April first only occurred
file any exception thereto will do 30
3 Bedroom Brick, Den,
Johnson motor and
. H'P
once a year and he was usual- so on or before April 23, 1973 or be
Utility,:: Carport, Large
conexcellent
in
Both
trailer.
ly a pretty good sport about it
forever barred. Witness my ham' dition. Phone 753-4978.
Living Room with Stone
M29C
If it happened to be a school
this 26 day of March, 1973.
Fireplace, Electric Heat,
day the teacher could expect
By Maryut Harris
Wall _to_ Wall Carpet.
ANTIQUE CABINET radio,
to find anything from a mass
County Court Clerk, Calloway round dining table, curved top
Drapes, New G E. Apof sticky taffy to a live mouse
County. Kentucky
pliances. Call or See
beds, dressers, chairs and
trunk,
in her desk drawer
1T15
Ity: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Baxter Bilbery
other items Phone 753-7799 M29P
But if she was wise she
•
108 N. 7th
questions,
any
asked
never
Phone 753-1257
In accordance with Kentucky KIRBY VACUUMS—The shag
for although every pupil in the
that adjusts to any
roan screamed "April Fool!" Statutes, Sections 25.195 and rug specialist
used vacuums
when she opened the drawer, 25.100: Nolice is hereby given carpet. New and
demonstration THREE BEDROOM brick home,
not one single child had the that a report of FINAL set- for sale. For free
phone 753- carpeted, carport and patio in
purchase
on
with
was
gift
accounts
and
of
have
tlement
whiVeaird
faintest idea
April 12C back, large storage building On
March 26, 1973 filed by O.S. Wall, 0752 or 753-0359
played such a trick on her
large lot on 94 East, five miles
Grade
of
estate
the
of
Executor
was
trick
favorite
Another
from
Murray. Phone 753-8049
the
that
and
Deed
Waft,
Clayton
girls
the
MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', 1964
to rush up to one of
after 4.00 p.m
A2C'
and exclaim,"Oh Mary' Look same has been approved by the completely furnished. Has lots of
at the holes in your new Calloway County Court and or- extras. Price $2,700.00. Phone IN CANTERBURY Estates,
dress' And after Mary had dered filed to lie over for ex- 753-9941,
A2C three bedroom brick house with
searched frantically, with ceptions. Any person desiring to
family room, utility, fireplace,
do
in
file any exception thereto will
visions of her new dress
TELEVISION, 23" Motorola In
garage, central heat and
ruins and new dresses were so on or before April 23. 1973 or be good condition. Sell cheap. Phone double
753-6455.
Phone
rare enough in those days to forever barred. Witness my hand John B. McIntosh, Hazel, Ky., air
M31C
major
a
thing
a
make such
this 26 day of March, 1973.
M29P
492-8792.
catastrophe - her tormenter
By Marvin Harris
would' cry, "April Fool!
County Court Clerk, Calloway K
combine. BY OWNER; four bedroom
GLEANER
They're all buttonholes"
County, Kentucky
Chevrolet 2—ton truck. 80 AC brick, 2 ceramic baths, family
sneaking
of
fond
Boys were
1TP tractor. 3 piece equipment. Al room with fireplace Carpeted
By. Judith Ainley, D.C.
up behind girls and dropping a
throughout, central heat and air.
1972 models Phone 435piece of wet macaroni down
M29P Only one year old 707 Goodman
5425
their necks Their reward for
Street or phone 753-9036. May IC
this was always instantaneous
entertaining,
753Call
AVON TO buy or sell.
and extremely
for the girl, certain that it was
8706 or 443-3366 Write Glenda THREE ACRE lot, 7 miles southa worm, would scream and
Duke, P.O. Box, 3247, Paducah, west of Murray on Highway: 893
M29C
jump up and down and clutch
April 26C Phone 492-8536.
Kentucky,42001.
all
frantically at her back
14' POLAR CRAFT. 20 H.P.
YOU'ff
to no purpose, of course, for
THREE BEDROOM frame, two
she couldn't possibly reach
rFay
Johnson, electric start, new
baths, lot 450' deep. Phone 753macaroni
the
where
spot
the
Parisline trailer. Phone 436Ahead
M30C
2588.
between
had slithered down
with
M2P
=27, after 4:00 p.m.
her shoulder blades
Irani
An unpopular girl was likely
Ads
in
BOAT INSURANCE. Broad TWO LARGE water front lots
to get wads of gum stuck in
Blood River Subdivision 54500 00
claim
services.
Good
coverage
her hair, and since most girls
M3OC
s_oort Ao wErk
Galloway In for both. Phone 436-2427.
Lowest rates.
had long curls or braids in
surance & Realty. Phone 753those days, this constituted a
April 11C BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar.
5842.
neat revenge for any past
991
three bedrooms, living room,
meanness on her part.
A S
fireplace,
Grown-ups were undoubtVERNON'S BOOT Si Shoe Store. dining room, kitchen,
*k •
appliances,
all
lot,
nice
garage,
edly glad when the day ended,
repair.
shoe
and
Leather goods
dishwasher.
A..
and with good reason, but to
All types of Western supplies. including
the youngsters it had been a
activity refrigerator, stove, washer arid
any
about
just
for
Boots
2. 44
fun day which could only hapdryer. Phone 753-0871 after 4-30
A 4..
41.
under the sun. Sycamore and
M29C
in...4 4i.
▪
pen again after a long, long
April 25C p.m.
4th
d'bOS CO. PEOSA-tyear had gone by

House For Sale

BEATLE BAILEY
Au. PRE5ENT
AND ACCOUNTED
FOR, 5!$t

NANCY
I BROUGHT YOU
SOME DAISIES

BUT A LOT OF
THE PETALS
ARE MISSING

I TORE OFF ALL OR THE
"SHE LOVES ME

NOTS "

••• /9

LIL' ABNER

5,
E5EWN READ,N'
MAH'FEARLESS
FOSDICK- COMIC
BOOK. AH RUN
OUTA MATCHES --

-Al-)

-So AH WANT THEM
woRTHLEsS ot_E
—ONE AT A TIME —
Fa LIGHT!!

Cemiszta-- $ It‘

4

MitatElEntgalEMBEIMESIESIMMENEESNEE L

753 a
191116 SHOP
C L'] 7 7 'I
tlEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

r
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Call

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOTS of.

BAGGIES
Plaids, Stripes, Solids
LOTS of. . .

KNIT TOPS

BLACK ANGUS bull, 16 months
12 GAUGE 600 Junior Meg
old,$300.00. Phone 753-1988. M30C
shotgun reloader and supplies to
go with it. $45.00. Phone 753-7343
FOUR PARTY carport sale,
between 6:30 and 8:00p.m. M31C
Friday and Saturday all day, 823
North 19th Street. Two-2 piece
TWO SEEBURG stereo cabinets.
living room suites, refrigerator,
One 15" high efficiency horn. Two
book shelf, vacuum cleaner,
15" high efficiency speakers in
electric guitar, toys, clothes of all
each cabinet, 1'.4 years old. In
sizes.
M30C
perfect condition, $650.00. Can be
HOMES
seen at 1300 Payne Street,
While it lasts
Apartment 1 after 4:00 p.m. M3I CARPET SALE;
JUST REDECORATED-1605 KIRK WOOD has new carpets,
"Buy
good
carpet
cheap."
Heavy
NC
new disposal, new dishwasher and new coat of paint. 3
shags, many colors to choose
'Oe
bedrooms, 17 baths, large landscaped lot and a garage
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back
GII3SON ELECTRIC guitar an
Good house, good neighborhood.
tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only
Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker
$2.99 sq. yd. Many colors to
YOUR SEARCH ENDS HERE,IF you are looking for a home
cabinets. $550.00. Phone 753-4493
choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths,
Across from MSU Library
in the Almo community. 3 bedrooms, well-equipped kitchen.
or contact Glen Mathis.
M31C
heavy plush carpet only $3.95
central electric heat, large lot. Located in Highland Oaks
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths,
Subdivision.
OUTBOARD MOTOR, 10 H.P., heavy pattern carpet, Htho $3.95
Phone 753-3242
8.4t4KANERICA80
condition.
Scot Atwater. Good
A
sq. yd. New printed carpet,
NO HEADACHES-FOR THE HOUSEWIFE in this easy to
214
N.
15th
Street
Reasonable. Phone 489rubber back, only 13.95 square
care for home. Large family room-which means a happy
M31C
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, $2.25
time for T.V. Excellent kitchen with compactor . Lots of fresh
square yard, and mobile floor
air. Call for appointment.
THREE BEDROOM doubleyd. Thousands and thousands of COUCH, GREEN traditional. CLAWFOOT ROUND oak table,
wide, only. $6.595.00. Bill's Mobile
$25,000 WILL BUY THIS 3 bedroom brick at 810 Guthrie
yards
in stock. Come see and Good condition. Phone 753-1393 roll top desk, wash stand,
/Maine Highway,
South
Homes,
A4 secretaries, ice boxes, beds,
4.,
room
big
enough
for
pool
table
and
opens
Drive Family
save. No waiting, we have what after 400p.m.
443tables, primitives, roseville
patio Newly painted, central heat and air, carpeted. large g Paducah,Ky. Phone
we advertise in stock. Paschall
M31C
kitchen with built-ins, 1,1 baths. You can't build this much I 6150.
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- ICE VENDER, 65 bag capacity. pottery, and lots of depression
753-9061 M31C glass. The Fish Net, corner of 4th
house for the price.
tucky. Phone 492-9733. Open six Phone 753-7737 or
I RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday
& Elm. Hours weekdays 5:00
M3OP
dsys a week,6-5.
March 31, 7:00 a.m. all day at 101
414 SOUTH rnt STREET-Bedroom hunters, here it is-7
ArtMSTRONG'S best line of 4 ply p.m.-9:00 p.m., Saturday, 1200
South 12th Street. Clothing, WEDDING GOWN, size 74. For nylon whitewall tires.
noon to 6:00p.m.
M31C
bedrooms, large lot. Conveniently located. Some carpet.
shoes, dishes, household items, information phone 753-2588. M30C 775 x 14 or 15" - 116.60+12.1l
Presently being remodeled.
new wigs, antique dolls and many
825 x 14 or 15" - 117.11+12. CREOSOTE POLES 8' to 25' and
good odds and ends.
M31 MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic, 855 x 14 or 15" - 118.14+$2. treated fence posts. Murray
LIKE TO PAINT AND FIX UP,then set back to admire your
purchase' 816 North 19th Street has big rooms, very
12':50', completely furnished, Armstrong custom supreme 4 Lumber Company, 104 Maple
18 H.P. Evinrude motor, $375.00
M31C
spacious family room, 3 bedrooms, I L2 baths A good price
with air conditioner, washer and ply polyester 78 series whitewall Street.
Phone 753-6918 after 5:00 p.m.
Call now.
dryer, widerpenning and 500 tires.
M31C
CAMPER Sales,
gallon gas tank. Phone 489F78 x 14 or 15" - 117.40+12.42 ARROWHEAD
2570.
A3C G78 x 14 or 15" - 818.27i0 60 Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
LAKE
FENCE SALE-Chain link
Benton Highway.
yb.yTrth
aveelwtreaeiklerosr,
.
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51+$2.80 ren
fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
er toppers. We also
119.70+12.89 pickup camp,
EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE Development CorJ78
x
14
or
15"
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free FORD 1959, licensed and int camper:
poration, all for $180000 Must see to appreciate'
estimate. Expert installation also spected. Good transportation, L76 x 14 or 15" - $22.70+13.13 weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489Armstrong's best line of
April 28C $75.00. Motorola color portable
available.
M31C
2500.
SPRING'S HERE FISH ARE BITING Time to think about
television, one year old, $150.00. polyester glass belted wtutew
lake property
9430C tires.
(IP
DON'T merely brighten car- Phone 4364800.
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
F78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30+$2.
pets. Blue Lustre them. .no
variety of pistols Buy now while
WE HAVE TWO LAKEFRONT CABINS AT PANORAMA
rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer 14' ALUMINUM Jon boat, G78 x 14 or 15" - $20 89 +- $2.7 you can still get them at
SHORE-S.
121 96.12.96 reasonable prices. Country Boy
$1. Kwili-Pik Market, Five 1100.00. Phone 753-0150.
I 1 ) $24,500.00 will buy the most beautiful view on Kentucky
M29C F178 x 14 or 15" $22.431- $3.02 Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles'
15"
14
or
J78
x
M31C
Points.
Lake. with 119 feet of waterfront, two bedroom home, carL78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73 +93.13 from Hoplunsville, Junction 117
peted, fireplace and furnished
SIX MONTH old 12' wide x 54' two
Armstrong's best line of and 164 Open Sundays until 4:00
RABBITS:
FRYERS
and
2) A small lake front home nestled under tall pines Large
bedroom all electric Wheeler
polyester steel belted whitewall p.m.
breeding stock. Fteagan's RabM31C
rooms, carpeted, central heat and air, built-ins in kitchen
home. Completely tires.
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
M30C mobile
This can be yours for $13,500.00
equipped and -furnished. Extra
F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13+$2.
VA LOANS, no down payment for
nice. Set up and underpenned.
organs.
PIANOS
and
BALDWIN
G78 x 14 or 15" - 124.27+12.87 qualified veteran. 12 years to
TVA FRONTAGE FOR THIS TWO BEDROOM cottage
See at number 21 Riviera Courts
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58+13.1 pay. Drive on out almost to
Central heat and air, furniture includes color T V You can
or contact Buddy Valentine.
Piano Company, across from
buy it for $12,500 00 On large lot in Panorama Shores
Armstrong Polyester glass Clarks River Bridge on Beltline
Priced $1600.00 below new
Post Office, Paris, Tenwide 70 series with raised Bank financing on spot. Bill's
belted
cost.
A3P
M30C
nessee.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
WATERFRONT LOTS IN LAKEWAY AND PANORAMA,
white letters
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
priced from 82.000 to -17.800
ALUMINUM BOAT, 14', 20 H.P. G70 x 14 or 15" - 123 01+12.86
443-6150.
M31C
POOL TABLE, 8' long Excellent Johnson, Trip trailer Useg twice H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81
glass
belted
Armstrong
nylon
753-6858.
M3OP
condition.
Phone
PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME.'' Ideal for a
last year. Extra clean. 1550.00
60 series with raised white NEW 19" color Television, $299.96
summer retreat. Large sun porch and has boat dock. Relax
Phone 753-4689.
M3OP wide
letters
16' PRO-Glasnuite fishing beat
while they last. Roby SideS, Highand enjoy it!'
with 140 H.P. Mercury motor, TALI. BACK rocking chair, G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53-+$3.18 way 68, Benton,Kentucky. ,May
30 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE on Hopper Ceineter,
1972 model. WW sell motor Early American, leather recliner L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 -+-$3 66 2C
Road. Great for a retirement home,
ROBY SALES, Highway 68,
separately. Phone 753-6995. 8430C hair. Phone 753-5933.
- 14f30C
Benton, Ky.
M31C ORDER FRUIT trees now'
Dwarf, semi-dwarf and Standard
INCOME PRODUCING
HAY AND grain elevator, two fruit trees, plus
shade trees,
row cultivator arid wagon. Phone ornamental shrubs,
roses, and
LARGE WELL KEPT THREE BEDROOM home, one Wick
753-8090.
M39C berry plants. Over 400 varieties.
from University. Extremely comfortable Home has all
BULLS or HEIFERS
modern built-ins in kitchen, fireplace, two baths, carpets
MOBILE HOME, 1967 Embassy, Oi der now for Spring Planting.
Building in back produces $270.00 monthly plus COO 00 from
19' x 64', two bedrooms. Has Victor Olazabal, 1305 Poplar.
upstairs. Ideal retirement income arrangement for
From 1 Weei to Weaning Age
central heat and air, washer and "Alone 753-6051. Stark Bros
$45,000.00.
M29C
dryer, two full baths, partly Nurseries,
furnished. Best offer around,
For Further Information
THREE APARTMENT BUILDINGS ON MILLER FOR
$4,000.00 Also set of American TWO BLACK center mags with
$34,000 00 One apartment has 2 bedrooms, other apartments
Peoples Encyclopedias and tires, centers and lug nuts to fit
are one bedroom each. Closeness to University keeps them
Chevrolet,$25.00. Phone 753Yamaha guitar Phone 753rented constantly.
8407
M29P
M29C 8428

Sales Consultants-Home Phone
Ron Talent
753 4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958 ,

SHOES

753-1607
753-7638'

$12.800.00 IS ALL'IVEY WANT for three bedroom bungalow
on North fith Streett, close to town. House is decorated real
cute Back yard is fences:1.
LOOKING FOR NICE HOME ON QUIET STREET in
walking distance to town' Let us show you 507 South 7th
Street. Interior walls are plastered. Three bedrooms, one
bath, utility room, large living room, charming kitchen has
garbage disposal and built-in range and oven. Nicely landscaped with fenced back yard. Owner plans to paint outside
when weather permits. Outstanding home for only $16,500.00.
Think of it.CONVENIENCES OF MODERN LIVING in a county home
can be yours in Dexter. Brick three bedroom home with 2 full
baths, kitchen has more cupboards than you can fill. All in
excellent condition. Priced for quick sale at $16,500.00
NEEDS FIXIN'BUT IT'S LARGE ENOUGH for the growing
family. On North 17th Street near city schools, five
bedrooms, two full baths, large kitchen and living room, plus
p full basement. Lot has shade and shrubs. Call for an appointment soon Only $17,000.04.
HARRIS GROVE-LIKE THE FRESH AIR' Here it is!
Large, large lot. Brick, three bedrooms, extra nice kitchen.
Only 2 miles from new grade school.
PEOPLE ZONED WITH ALL LARGE ROOMS. This clean
southwest home has three bedrooms, two baths, shady lot,
central heat and air. All the extras. $28,500.00
I IF THE NAME OF THE GAME IS LIVING, come play in
this charming 3 bedroom brick with large living room and
formal dining room. It's located just a short distance from
town on a large lot. A must see'!

#

I
1

OUT 94 EAST, TOWARDS KENLAKE, we offer a real neat 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres of land. Home is only 6 years
old. Very attractive bargain for $21,500.00.

'x WALLET WATCHERS-LOCATED ON 121 near the Graves
f County line, roomy 3 bedroom home, located on 1 acre lot.
Some carpets. Pt baths. Phone 753-4342 ;or appointment

s

, WALKING DISTANCE TO HIGH SCHOOL and country club.
f Neat 3 bedroom brick home, carpeted with all kitchen builtins. Cute .home u7 a- real nice location: Ideal fer you -with
children.

iI
/1
.

HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN. If you admire folks who
are proud of their homes, maybe you should have a place like
this--and experience a thrill when visitors exclaim "What a
lovely home!" In like new condition. It's a 3 bedroom. 2 bath
at 900 South 17th Street. Let us show you the inside!

.t.

DOES SPRING FEVER HAVE YOU? You want to plant a
garden, keep a horse or two' Walk these 7 beautiful rolling
acres, wade the creek, sit under a tree. Enter the inviting
brick home, enjoy the carpet, large living room with
/ fireplace, formal dining room. Picture you napping in one.
three bedrooms. Perfect? Yes!!and yours alone for $32,0004.4

#

BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME on Holiday Drive,_
(Spacious interior design with seperate bedroom wing. Kitchen with extra cabinels_taci all built-ins. Extra storage. Call
$ for an appointment to see this beauty.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON NORTH 18th Street with
carpets, large family room and big back yard for kids,and
dogs, range and oven, dishwasher, and lots of book shelves
Compact small home.

Great Selection of

IMMACULATE EVEN to the white brick. Beautifully
landscaped lot in city school district. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, large den complete kitchen. Being shown by appointment only on Doran Road.
V

,

THE BUY OF THE WEEK!!! 1/3,500 will get you this 3
bedroom, Pi baths, brick home, with central heat and air,
carpets, drapes aiW.411 built-ins in kitchen. Also a dining
room or family room.Call quickly before it is sold.

ii
!!!
A
7

YOU CAN'T BUILD AT THIS PRICE-5 bedrooms, in excellent condition, 3 baths, tri-level, entry hall, living room,
formal dining room, kitchen with everything, large den with
fireplace. Large patio on beautifully shaded lot, great
location. Appointment only.

i
#
0
0

DUPLEX FEVER-Yes that's what this owner has! They
are so anxious to get to their new duplex they are willing to
offer this older home at a bargin! If you desire a well cared
for home this is it! 410 South lith.
'
GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY-You like good neighbors-who
doesn't? Here's a first rate home in a setting of friendly
neighbors, who will welcome you to their cheerful
surroundings. Quality construction, with built-in appliances, brick-wood buring fire place. 5 bedrooms- 3 up- 2
down-2 baths. Would you believe a 25' x 25' play-room up
stairs, also check out this back yard?

I

I

OLDER HOME ON SOUTH 12TH STREET. Lot is 55' x 200',
may be commercial soon. Good rental property now.

AMINIMX AOC ANK.4110()47/MX80
,
41111K ›aiRasalalrXINK Mar.

College Shop

i

* HOLSTEIN CALVES
11 _

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.
so*************************34

LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES"
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
good depreciation, spend $585.00 from rentals per month
Located in the heart of Murray's busy area.
LARGE LOT 75'x139' ON CORNER OF 16th & Olive, just
across street from University Great location for you

OUT OF TOWN -IN CAMELOT SUBDIVISION, Sherwood
Forest, Richland, Bagwell Manor, Oakdale, wooded lot on
South 11th, Sycamore Extended, North 18th Street Priced
from $1,100 to $9,000.
IN GATESF3ORO WE HAVE TWO HUGE LOTS, complete
with basement already dug and steel beams on site Ar
chitect designed house plans go with lots. Bargain priced ..t
$16,000.
SMALL TRACTS OF LAND
Pt MILES SOUTH OF COLDWATER, 2 acres, $1,950 00
COLLEGE FARM ROAD, VI acres, $3,750.00
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, three acres, $3,900.
NORTH 16TH STREET near new elementary school, 4 6
acres. Priced at $8,000.
30 ACRES OF WOODED LAND IN Little Oaks Area Priced
for $10,500. Land is going fast. Buy now.
Ma< )61111060011111111nlaak xlia< mix macam(xioc.wasclow

TERRIER
. AKC registered
shots. Two Inc
d
one 753-8569

ARD SALE, Satunt
1, all day at 1610
othes, all sizes, de
ends

UCK LOAD sale'
Edison air conditioni
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 B1
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 2
1285.00. 26,000 BT1!, 13
Sales, Highway 68
Kentucky.

To Wear With Your Baggies

Spring Merchandise

$250.00 DOWN WILL PURCHASE this three bedroom VA
home at 313 South 10th. House needs some fixing up and
painting. Total price is $10,500.00.

FOR SALE

•

To Go With Them

Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

ukto

REEIMMLS1L9

PRE TEEN spring dresses, and CHEVROLET, 1965-2E1 straight
coats,$3.00. Phone 753-9874. M29C shift. Ferguson 20 traglipr and
equipment. Rimy 753-7143. M30C
*SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
duty, full size. Regular $79.95.
!GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig.
March 31, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
regular $99.9. Sale 163.96. 31i miles
north on 641. All sizes
Detuxe zig zig.' Regular $139.95. clothes, household items, baby
Sale $95.47. Super deluxe zig mg.
bed, basinet, stroller, high chair,
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. car seat,
play pen and some
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, furniture.
M30C
Kentucky.
May 2C

LOOKING AHEAD!!

Call
753-1911

WAY753-1916

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

E ELEVEN

c

1.L.tIntc.9itatc2LoLoin 121_3i...3UL-11_711.31b

THE WANT AD'S

OMR '3

•REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

nalSistaLata L

L

n, 1913

ONE PAIR Beagles, male is THREE TRACK motorcycle
ASP
registered and has good trailer. Phone 489-2640.
markings. Prefer to sell pair
together. Also used automatic ROCKING HORSE and materwasher, neees repair. Phone 753- nity dresses, sizes 9 and 10 Also
M31C storm door and windows Phone
6066
753-5950.
M29C
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. M30C

BOAT, MOTOR, trailer: 14'
Quachita Jon,.hoat, 18 H.P.
Johnson motor, Parisline trailer.
Price $425.00. AC trail bike,
$125.00. Phone 4924425,
M29P

HOUSE
FOR SALE
The Murray Board of Education will offer
for sale the four (4) room framed residence at
203 lrvan Street. Sealed bids will be received
at the Board of Education Office until 7:00
p.m. April 12. 1973. House to be removed from
lot by June I. 1973. Specifications and
Bid
Forms are available at the Board of
Education Office, Poplar at Ninth, Murray,
Kentucky.

ANIIIIIMI=n1111111

DATSUN OWNERS
BEAT THE HEAT!!

SPECIAL PRICE

MOBILE HOME. 8
rushed, electric heal
lake property Will
Need space for larl
Phone 753-6209.

1966 RUNABOUT his
accessories, plus 60 H.
motor and trailer. Phi
after 5:00p.m.

METAL DETECTOR
brands. Oldest deale
Jerry Humm, 140
Drive, Paducah. Phon

zeee.

21" MOWER, Briggs
engine, 149.88. 5 IH
Briggs la Stratton e4
reverse, $147.66. 5 I
mower, 25" cut,
Stratton engine, 1251
riding mower, 30" ct
Stratton engine, $32
nding mower, 30" ci
Stratton engine, etc
$39995 Roby Saks 1
Benton, Kentucky.

CHILDREN'S CLOT1
6, 141 and 12. Lady's
16 White shower sLi
and medicine chest w
sliding mirror door!
light fixtures, pole
and pole towel rack
white headboards,
twin or full size.
chair. Phone 753-44
9:00a.m. and 9:00p.n

AUTOS FOR!

'70 Olds Deli

Custom, 2 door
Steering and Bra
Conditioning, 39,0
one owner

'69 SS Car

Turbo Hydromat
Wheels, 24,000 MI

'72

Honc

XL-250, 1 Own
Milage, 1250 V
Extras.

Phone 753

PLYMOUTH 1971
power,air condltioni
roof. Fancy interio
11850.00. Phone 436-2

COUGAR 1967 XR
speed.r- Power
steeritt. Phone 753
t;00andli:011p.m.

PONTIAC TEM!
custom, two door
automatic, radio, $
753-7242.

BUICK SKYLARK,
and air, vinyl top.
and new tires. Pt
after 6 00p.m.

CHEVROLET, 1966
two door hardtop,
the floor, 283, whil
vinyl top. Four Ke
chrome reverse,
Phone 437-4269, afte
p.m.

on

AIR CONDITIONING
Through April
Regular $340.00

'ode'

Ind

FREE

NOW

$28000 Installed
MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
604 South 12th

SPREll

Phone 753-7114

with the

FRE
-Al

Nort

12

973

Call
753-19 16

5
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E ELEVEN

Sell It With A Classified Ad

37111916
75C

•
•
•••41•

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

TERRIER pups, non
AKC registered, wormed
• shots. Two months old.
M31C
one 753-8569.
•.

1970 TORINO GT, two door
hardtop, power steering, power
brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Reduced to $1250.00.
A2C
Phone 753-0310.

ARD SALE, Saturday. March
1, all day at 1610 Catalina. 1962 FORD Galaxie. Good con9, all sizes, dishes, odds dition. Can be seen at 606 South
M31P 9th Street or phone 753ends
M29NC
3410.
UCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 BUICK RIVIERA, 1987 power
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU E233.00. steering, power brakes, air
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, nditioning, tilt steering wheel,
1285.00. 28,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby nyl roof. Can be seen at 641
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, uper Shell. Owner can be
May 2C
Kentucky.
reached through the station. M30
MOBILE HOME, frx38', furnished, electric heat. Nice for
Lake property. WW sell cheap.
Need space for larger home.
M31C
Phone 753-5209.

CHEVROLET IMPALA, 1970,
four door sedan. VS. automatic
transmission, power steering,
and brakes, radio, tinted glass all
around, white wall tires, deluxe
1968 RUNABOUT boat with all wheel covers. 10,500 miles. One
M30C
accessories, plus 60 H.P. Johnson owner. Phone 753-4028.
motor and trailer. Phone 753-3376
M31NC 1964 CORVETTE coupe. Serious
after 5:00 p.m.
inquires only please Phone 753M31P
METAL DETECTORS. Leading 0741
brands. Oldest dealer in area.
Jerry Humm, 140 Edwards 1966 CHEVELLE SS 396. Excellent condition. Phone Pat Scott
Drive, Paducah. Phone 898A2P
M31P 753-7261 or 753-1688.
2886.
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NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

View

AUCTION SAI.r.

AUCTION

ANNUAL

EASTER
SPECIAL

Saturday, March 31 - 10:00 a.m.

1 - 8x10 and
12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS

Location: Ky. 139, 3 Miles South of Cadiz

V

M. W. THOMAS ESTATE

200 ACRES

Only $595
Choice of Proofs
Babies & Children
to Age 12

NaKi

Teenagers and Adults
11.00 Ixtra
Call 753-2342
For Appointment

0
441.4‘

kf
%k

to
e..,

3-29
41.

°UNTIL tAIE CAW FIND SCAPI-iING TO
DEMONSTRATE AGAINST, LET TAKE A
WALK AROUND THE 700."

Love's Studio
503 Poplar

NOTICE

More or Less
* Excellent Investment Property
* 5100 FL Highway Frontage
* Lake Barkley Water District
lifins: 20%174Y of Sate, Balance Within 30H:tays
Possession Immediate
Selling Agent: THOMAS REAL

ESTATE

HELP WANTED

Auctioneer John Randolph

MANAGER NEEDED now.
Insurance managers opening in
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
ANTIQUE PIECES at Auction
SERVICES OFFERED
this area. No debit, no travel, no
March 31, rain or shine, 10:30
21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
Whitnell,
507
p.m.,
1:00
31,
March
draw Salary, overwrite, exHave Arrived! $ 00
a.ni , 12 miles northeast of
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
John Randolph Realty a. Auction
receive
Agents
penses
Murray, Kentucky. Follow signs
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
stop—but
won't
HEAT
SUMMER
M30C
753-8382.
Co.
guaranteed income, commission
off Highway 94, Murray Cadiz
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
conditioner will, if not
air
your
and vested renewals. Help in
Brown's
below
Highway,
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
serviced properly. Call Morris
recruiting and training. We are
Stratton engine, 1258.96. 7 H.P.
Sales & Service, AUCTION SALE, Saturday Grocery and from the HardinRefrigeration
an old line company in the upper
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
May2C March 31, 1000 a.m., at the Aurora highway, 5 miles east of
753-7206.
1967
5 per cent in size of all comThomas Watkins home, Ps miles Hardin at Unity Church.
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. CHEVROLET, IMPALA,
panies. We have the most up to
Will sell refrieetitor, stove,
northwest of Olive, Ky.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & two door hardtop, automatic
date portfolios, consisting of life,
Stratton engine, electric start, transmission, power brakes and
BROKE down" Going on a WW sell nice furniture; couch living and dining room furniture,
CAR
hospitalization and income
$399.95 Roby Sales Highway 68, steering, factory air convacation' Business trip' Rent a and chair, odd occasional chairs, coffee and end tables, bedstead,
protection For confidential in- new Plymouth. Taylor Motors, accent tables, including one ( hairs, metal cabinets, Fact-May2C ditioning, $850.00. 1968 Delmont
Benton, Kentucky.
terviews send resumes to PerOldsmobile, two door hardtop,
M31C mahogany corner table Two sink, cow bell, tenter, Victors,
753-1372
sonnel Director, P.O. Box 220,
CHILDREN'S CLOTHES,sizes 5, power brakes and steering,
bookcase beds, springs and trunk, hall tree, treadle swing
M29C
Benton, Ill. 62812.
6, 10 and 12. Lady's clothes, size $725.00. Both good clean cars
mattresses,oak dining table with machine, safe, pictures, slide top
16 White shower stall, lavatory Will sell below wholesale price.
chairs, Jenny Laid bed, stone desk, harness, Fannall F12 steel
arid medicine chest with light and Phone 753-2753 or see Glenn
WANT A second income? For
churns, glass churn, camp stove, wheel tractor—motor no good.
A2C
sliding mirror doors, bathroom Starks at Almo Heights.
to work part time, set
opportunity
kerosene tamps, nice cherry Clothes wringer, brass wash
of
New Shipment
own hours, have financial
light fixtures, pole lamp, stool
china cabinet, lantern, old board, jugs, churn, barrel, wash
and pole towel rack. Two twin
security. Phone 753-1470, April 5P
Spring Mix & Match
preserve stand, pink and green kettle, hand pump, feed mill,
white headboards, bed frame,
NOTICE
depression glass, stone jugs and tractor and hand seeder, 2-14"
twin or full size. T V stand,
pitcher, dishes, and cookware of plows and 2 row planter 3 point
TELEPHONE SURVEYORS.
omp e
chair. Phone 753-4487 between
ome
all kinds, electric deep fryer, hitch), rotary hoe, table saw,
Work
No
home
from
Salary,
and
Marc
by Douglas,
M29(]
9:00a.m. and 9:00p.m.
skillet and knife, nice electric forge wheelbarrow, 2 wheel
Perselling
15
weekly.
Remodehng
hours
N
)
iogio
c
Queen Casual
ailer. 1960 F800 Ford truck,
cook stove.
manent_ Send phone number
REE E Is
*Halters
AUTOS I'OR SALE
Fishing equipment, tools of all ex( ellent condition. Dump,
when writing to Advance Schools,
•
Effective April Tit!,
•
kinds. 1966 Ford LTD, four door, gravel. and 12' metal flat bed,
Inc., District Office Number 1516,
Also Large Selection
•Crop Tops
power and air. Mechanically some horse drawn tools, 100
715
753-0961
West Franklin Street,
Dr. Denham's
good. 14' Richline aluminum boat pieces good 10' tin and fence
Mix &
'70 Olds Delta 88
Evansville, Indiana 47710. M29C
r
Swimwea
of
office will be closed
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower, with 18 H.P. Eviru-ude motor and posts.
Custom, 2 door, Power
Match
Mr. and Mrs Alfred Duncan
Air
Brakes,
and
Steering
HELPER tiller repair, blacksmith work, trailer
CARPENTER'S
all day Saturday
Conditioning, 39,000 miles,
M29C welding. Gene Knight, Route 3 This is just a partial listing. are building new home and gas
wanted. Phone 753-7956.
April 12P Will be a nice sale. For in- station on Highway 94, and
Phone 753-4035.
one owner
open Mon. thru Fri.
•
formation call Otto Chester's through' Strout Real Estate
Men's
9-5.
FOR A wonderful opportunity in
One Rack
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn Agency of which Mr. Owen
'69 SS Camora
on
spectic
FREE
ESTIMATE
sales work, either full time or
Otto Chester Auctioneer, Billington of Southside Shopping
Grove.
753Phone
Turbo Hydromatic, Rally
AR
tank
installation.
. SPORTSWE
Part timi, call Paducah, KenApprentice Auc- Center, Murray, Kentucky is in
Miller,
Dan
TFc
,
Wheels, 24,000 Miles
tucky 442-2450 between 7:30 p.m 7150.
and DRESSES
404101082. "It Pays To Sell The charge They will offer this nice
---and 9:30 p.m., or write Thomas
M29C big 4 acre farm, small dwelling
3g8
Cluster Way."
808 •
'72 Honda
W. Settle, 223 Cedar Lane, WILL,, MOW Yards on south side
running water from a deep well,
2
/
1
•
Price
XL-250, 1 Owner, I.ow
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. M31C of town. Phone 753-3376 after 5:00 CAMPING EQUIPMENT, at large work shop, stock barn and
Chestnut •
M31NC
of
Worth
p.m.
$2547
Milage,
Please Phone
Auction March 31, 1:00 p.m., 507 crib, new goat fence around
• •
Extras.
Whitnell John Randolph Realty & farm. Some timber, balance in
&
LOST
FOUND
Your
WILL DO housecleaning, five Auction Co. 753-8382.
M30C leveltd to rolling Land ready for
days a week. References furPhone 753-7736
cropping. Blacktop from farm,
LST SMALL Pekingese, blonde, rushed. Phone 753-0766_
M30C
connecting with town, university
in
old,
years
FOR RENT
male dog, about 2
la',e area,churches, schools, and
Answers to JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
PLYMOUTH 1971 Fury III, full
area.
Grove
Lynn
Want to lose weight and surprise
Mr. Duncan thinks it
power,air conditioning, and vinyl
name of Coco Wearing gold Plumbing-electrical-roofing and -FURNISHED APARTMENTS, neighbors.
If No Results.
this farm early,
offer
to
best
or
found
If
days
tag.
roof. Fancy interior, like new
753-5897
carpentry. Phone
collar, no name
living room, kitchen, bathroom
your date? Get ready for
Phone
M31C
M31C 753-7625 nights.
TFC and shower and bath. One or two giviug buyer chance to plan his
$1850.00. Phone 436-2368.
phone 435-5165
farming operation and is planbedrooms. Zimmerman Apartpainting, interior or ments, South 16th Street, 753- nieg to sell, but due to possible
the
.
.
.
DO
Prom
WILL
COUGAR 1967 XR-7, 289 three
act of nature and etc.,
Before 5 00 p m
exterior. By the job or hour. Free 6609
SERVICES OFFERED
April 4NC un orseen
speed.c- Power brakes and
Go To
he reserves right to reject highest
or 527437-4534
Phone
estimates.
Then
steerirfg Phone 753-9063 between
bid. He is selling herd of 70
April 24C
9714.
A3C
•
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
4,00andIC00p.m.
641
on
house.
ROOM,
FOUR
bush goats arid his 4 year
healthy
and
pm
30
After 5carpets, furniture, floors, walls JERRY'S REFINISHING & South, four miles from Murray. old redbone
squirrel hound.
and specialities services. Call Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles Adults only. Phone 492-8356. M30C Terms on farm--20 per cent of
p.m
6.30
Until
1965
PONTIAC TEMPEST,
Servicemaster collect 247sale, balance with deed Land
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
custom, two door hardtop. V8
April 4C
7333.
492- FURNISHED TWO bedroom possession now, house reserve a
(502)
owner.
McCoy,
Jerry
Phone
$250.03.
radio,
autprruitic,
TFC apartment, wall to wall car- few weeks.
8107.
1
M29P
753-7242.
SOMEONE WHO has hog will
Not responsible for accidents.
••••••••••••••••••I
peting, central heat and air.
riMMOMOMMOMMMIMMOUMMMOMMMO pick up garbage Phone 474night
at
WILL CLEAN offices
location. Children O.K. Eats and drinks served. Douglas
Excellent
Power
1972.
SKYLARK,
BUICK
giv
Can
M29C Experienced.
2259.
associate
No pets. Available March 1. Rent Shoemaker,
and air, vinyl top. Low mileage
references. Phone 753-8237 afte $140.00. Phone 753-4331 April 30C Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
and new tires. Phone 436-2348,
M3ON
NEED YOUR personal car 5:30p.m.
Company in charge of sale.
Pleasant Valley
M29C
after 6:00p.m.
cleaned up' Will do washing and
Phone 753-3375 Murray, KenChurch of Christ
waxing. Phone 753-0469 for in- WILL BREAK gardens and truck
—
M30C
Singing 2:30 p.m. April 1
unfurnished tucky for information.
'BEDROOM
TWO
CHEVROLET, 1966 Super Sport,
M29P
formation.
M30C
Phone 489-2851.
tches.
carwall
to
wall
in
automatic
apartment,
two door hardtop,
Calloway County High School Gym
Meeting April 2-6
peting, good location. No lease AUCTION SALE, Monday, April
the floor, 283, white with black
Night Service Only
7:30
p.m.
$120.00 per month. 2, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine, 4
Murray, Ky. — 8:15 p.m.
required.
Pest
vinyl top. Four Keystone mags,
KELLY'S TERMITE and
SERVICE IS THE
Hargis,
Bro
Henry
April 28C miles southeast of Murray,
new.
753-4331.
Phone
brand
chrome reverse,
DIFFERENCE
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Minister
Kentucky turn south off Highway
you
Phone 437-4269, after 6:00
day
"Every
13th Street.
TRY
121, (Murray—New Concord
Bro. Jim Hurt, Singer
M29I
p.m.
delay lets bugs have their
US
••••••••••••••••••
Highway), at J.T. Todd Motor
TF
way."
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom Sales, go to first left hand turn off
house in Hazel. Also furnished blacktop thence ke mile east to
CARROLL
apartment in Murray. Phone 753- B.C. Dodd farm.
FOR ALL your additionsM28C
7333.
AGEN
Will sell two row corn picker,
VS.
remodeling, residential or VOLKSW
A ,e1 he, I•d
8011 Chestnut
Ideal, 65 H.P. Continental
commercial. New or old. Free
D•al••
Murray, Ky.
FURNISHED ONE or two irrigation gas motor, kraal good
wc
estimates Call 753-6123.
8-Cylinder $ 11995Phone 753-8850
6-Cylinder
bedroom apartments for married four wheel grain trailers, two 47
MANAGED BY GENTLEMAN SAUL WEINGEROFF
couples. One block from college. Clipper seed cleaners 6 row
Condenser
Includes Plugs, Points,
brush Phone 753-4)469.
M29P boom
WILL MAKE drapes. Phone 753- WILL DO trash and
equipment,
spray
GIRLS * GIRLS * GIRLS
A2C hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
0855.
rotary hoe and
cultipacker,
50 Gallons of Chevron Gasoline
TFC TWO BEDROOM house, water tractor seeder.
753-6130.
furnished. On Concord Highway, Douglas Shoemaker in charge
Tires
Pacesetter
with the purchase of 4 Atlas
MUSIC LESSONS—piano or SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters Le mile from city limits. Phone of sale. Phone 753-2716, Mr Dodd
M 30C
M31C
voice. Qualified, experienced, manufactured and installed by 753-7143.
for information.
8 Pack of 16-oz Pepsi
Installation,
Gutter
Atkins
489Phone
MSU
graduate.
to
well
be
the
going
Proceeds
Calloway County High School
with oil change and lube
M29P Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- TWO BEDROOM trailer, gas
"Band Uniform Fund "
2553.
APRIL 13NC furnace, carpeted throughout,
8992.
Admission Gen. $2.00-Ringside-$3.00
at
private lot. Extra nice. Also BEDROOM SUITE (Cherry)
— AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE—
Child Under 12-81.00
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking
space for Auction Math 31, 1:00 p.m., 507
garden
with
lot
private
Realty
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
LOCKSMITH Service. trailer with gas and water hook Whitnell, John Randolph
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees
M30C
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138. ROY'S
753-8382.
Co.
Auction
&
M30C
TFC
492-9785.
up. Phone
Paris, 642-6551.
or 354-8161. after 5:00 p.m. TFC Phone
121 Bypass & Mayfield Road
FREE SERVICE on all Kirby
1971 GRAND Prix S.J., 27,006 vacuums over 5 years old. For
miles. Factory air, power win- appointment with a,gthorized
dows, steering and brakes, tilt Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or
p.m. Offer
wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl 753-4359 after 12:30
April 12C
roof. Pontiac mags. Phone 753- good until April 7.
A2C
8818 or 753-9997

Bales
Have
Fashion Mart *

/tea

&dett

SPORTSWEAR

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

NOTICE

oug on

Fashion •
Mart SHIRTS

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

SENIOR GIRLS!!

753-1916

753-7278

Gospel Meeting
and Singing I

1104‘

.2.haion's
Figure Salon

ING
STL
WRE
— KING OF SPORTS
!SATURDAY, MAR. 311

Main Event

SPRING SPECIAL!!
ENGINE TUNE-UP

1595

FREE!

FREE!

North Point Standard

Giant Frazier & Sweet Daddy Watts
Kurt & Karl Von Brauner

Mae Weston vs. Marie Vagnone
Mike Pappas vs. Percy Pringle
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SH P THE WANT ADS_ IN A
-1.61511E21.8160
agemia-LasawasaasirrirRalEBLUEEMEEMS1210

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL F-STATI FOR SALE

REAL FSTATE F'OR SALE

LOOKING

AHEAD!!

TUCKER REALTORS
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753 4910
C Bailey Hendricks,
753-8958

HOMES
$250.00 DOWN WILL PURCHASE this three bedroom VA
home at 313 South 10th. House needs some fixing up and
painting Total price is 810.500 00
$12,800.00 IS ALL THEY WANT for three bedroom bungalow
on North 6th Streett, close to town. House is decorated real
cute Back yard is fenced
LOOKING FOR NICE HOME ON QUIET STREET in
walking distance to town' Let us show you 507 South 7th
Street Interior walls are plastered. Three bedrooms, one
bath, utility room. large living room, charming kitchen has
garbage disposal and built-in range and oven. Nicely landscaped with fenced back yard. Owner plans to paint outside
when weather permits. Outstanding home for only $16,500.00.
'think of it.
CONVENIENCES OF MODERN LIVING in a county home
can be yours in Dexter. Brick three bedroom home with 2 full
baths, kitchen has more cupboards than you can fill. All in
excellent condition. Priced for quick sale at $16,500.00.
NEEDS FIXIN'BUT IT'S LARGE ENOUGH for the growing
family. On North 17th Street near city schools, five
bedrooms,two full baths, large kitchen and living room, plus
a full basement Lot has shade and shrubs Call for an appointment soon. Only $17,000.00.
'HARRIS GROVE-LIKE THE FRESH AIR? Here it is'
Large, large lot Brick, three bedrooms, extra nice kitchen.
Only 2 miles from new grade school.
PEOPLE ZONED WITH ALL LARGE ROOMS. This clean
southwest home has three bedrooms, two baths, shady lot,
central heat and air All the extras. $28,500.00.
IF THE NAME OF THE GAME IS LIVING, come play in
this charming 3 bedroom brick with large living room and
formal dining room. It's located just a short distance from
town on a large lot. A must see"
()UT 94 EAST, TOWAftDS KENLAKE, we offer a real neat 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres of land Home is only 6 years
old Very attractive bargain for 821,500 00
WALLET WATCHERS-LOCATED ON 124 near the Graves
County line, roomy 3 bedroom home, located on 1 acre lot
Some carpets. Pt baths. Phone 753-4342 cur appointment
WALKING DISTANCE TO HIGH SCHOOL and country club
Neat 3 bedroom brick home, carpeted with all kitchen built= Cute home in a real nice location Ideal for you with
children.
HANG OUT THE WELCOME SIGN. If you admire folks who
are proud of their homes, maybe you should have a place like
this-and experience a thrill when visitors exclaim "What a
lovely home!" In like new condition. It's a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
at 900 South 17th Street. Let us show you the inside!
DOE.S SPRING FEVER HAVE YOU? You ,Trant to plant a
garden, keep a horse or two' Walk these 7 beautiful rolling
acres, wade the creek, sit under a tree. Enter the inviting
brick home. enjoy the carpet, large living room with
fireplace, formal dining room. Picture you napping in one of
three bedrooms. Perfect? Yes! and yours alone for $32,000.
TRANITNEWTHREE BEDROOM HOME on Holiday Drive.
Spacious interior design with seperate bedroom wing Kitchen with extra cabinets and all built-ins. Extra storage Call
for an appointment to see this beauty.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON NORTH 18th Street with
carpets, large family room and big back yard for kids and
dogs, range and oven, dishwasher, and lots of hook shelves.
Compact small home.
IMMA(1JLATE EVEN to the white brick. Beautifully
landscaped lot in city school district. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, large den complete kitchen. Being shown by appointment only on Doran Road.
THE BUY OF THE WEEK!!! $23,500 will get you this 3
baths, brick home, with central heat and air,
bedroom,
carpets, driipes and all built-ins in kitchen. Also a dining
room or family room. Call quickly before it is sold
YOU CAN'T BUILD AT THIS PRICE-5 bedrooms, in excellent-condition, 3 baths, tri-level, entry hall, living room,
formal dining room, kitchen with everything, large den with
fireplace. Large patio on beautifully shaded lot, great
location. Appointment only
DUPLEX FEVER-7-Yes that's what this owner has' They
are so anxious to get to their new duplex they are willing to
offer this older home at a bargin' If you desire a well cared
for home this is it! 410 South fith

1

GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY-You like good neighbors-who
doesn't' Here's a first rate home in a setting of friendly
neighbors, who will welcome you to their cheerful
surroundings. Quality construction, with built-in appliances, brick-wood buring fire place. 5 bedrooms- 3 up- 2
down-2 baths. Would you believe a 25' x 25' play-room up
stairs, also check out this back yard?
OLDER HOME ON SOUTH 12TH STREET Lot is 55' x 200',
may be commercial soon. Good rental property now.

753-1607
753-7638

4111==.111011-,
PRE TEEN spring dresses, and CHEVROLET, 1965-283 straight
M29C
753-9874.
Phone
and
coats,$3.00.
shift. Ferguson 20 tractor
equipment. Phone 753-7143. M30C
Heavy
SEWING MACHINE sale.
duty, full size. Regular $79.95. GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
BAGGIES
Sale $47.99. Heavy duty zig zig. March 31, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. 3)-2 miles north on 641. All sizes
Deluxe zig zig. Regular $139.95. clothes, household items, baby
Sale $95 47. Super deluxe zig zig. bed, basmet, stroller, high chair,
Regular $159.95. Sale $114.37. car seat, play pen and some
Roby ,Sales, Highway 68, Benton, furniture.
M30C
May 2C
Kentucky.
KNIT TOPS
BLACK ANGUS bull, 16 months
12 GAUGE 600 Junior Meg old,$300.00. Phone 753-1988. M30C
shotgun reloader and supplies to
go with it. $45.00. Phone 753-7343 FOUR PARTY carport sale,
between 6:30 and 8:00 p.m. M31C Friday and Saturday all day, 823
SHOES
North 19th Street. Two-2 piece
TWO SEEBURG stereo cabinets. living room suites, refrigerator.
One 15" high efficiency horn. Tiwo book shelf, vacuum cleaner,
15" high efficiency speakers in electric guitar, toys, clothes of all
each cabinet, Pt years old. In
M30C
sizes.
perfect condition, $650.00. Can be
seen at 1300 Payne Street
CARPET SALE; While it lasts
Apartment 1 after 4:00 p.m. M31
"Buy good carpet cheap." Heavy
NC
shags, many colors to choose
from, $3.95 sq. yd. Rubber back
an
guitar
ELECTRIC
GIBSON
tweeds, 12 and 15 ft. widths, only
Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker $2.99 sq. yd. Many colors to
cabinets. $550,00. Phone 753-4493 choose from 12 and 15 ft. widths,
Across from MSU Library
M31C heavy plush carpet only $3.95
or contact Glen Mathis.
square yard. 12 and 15 ft. widths,
Phone 753-3242
OUTBOARD MOTOR, 10 H.P., heavy pattern carpet, HiLo $3.95
BANKAMERICA110
Scot Atwater. Good condition. sq. yd. New printed carpet.
Street
15th
N.
214
Reasonable. Phone 489square
rubber back, only $3.95
M31C
2540.
yard. Vinyl cushion floor, 12.25
square yard, and mobile floor
THREE BEDROOM double- yd. Thousands and thousands of COUCH, GREEN traditional. CLAWFOOT ROUND oak table,
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile yards in stock. Come see and Good condition. Phone 753-1393 roll top desk, wash stand,
A4P secretaries, ice boxes, beds,
Homes, South Beltline Highway, save. No waiting, we have what after 4:00p.m.
tables, primitives, roseville
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443Paschall
advertise in stock.
capacity.
M31C we
bag
65
pottery, and lots of depression
VENDER,
ICE
6150.
Discount House, Hazel, KenPhone 753-7737 or 753-9061 M31C glass. The Fish Net, corner of 4th
tucky. Phone 492-9733. Open six
& Elm. Hours weekdays 5:00
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, days a week,8-5.
M3OP
p.m.-9:00 p.m., Saturday, 1200
March 31,7.00 a.m. all day at 101
ply
oL4
line
best
ArtMSTRONG'S
M31C
noon to 6:00 p.m.
South 12th Street. Clothing, WEDDING GOWN, size 7-8. For nylon whitewall tires.
shoes, dishes, household items, Information phone 753-2588. M30C 775 x 14 or 15" - 816.60+12.11
25' and
new wigs, antique dolls and many
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11+$2,27 CREOSOTE POLES 8' to
M31 MOBILE HOME, 1972 Atlantic, 855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14.-$2.43 treated fence posts. Murray
,good odds and ends.
12'x50', completely furnished, Armstrong custom supreme 4 Lumber Company, 104 Maple
M31C
18 H.P. Evinrude motor, $375.00 with air conditioner, washer and
Street.
ply polyester 78 series whitewall
Phone 753-6918 after 5:00 p.m.
dryer, underpenrurig and 500 tires.
M31C
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales.
gallon gas tank. Phone 489F78 x 14 or 15" - $17.40+$2.42 Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
A3C
2570.
G78 x 14 or 15" - $18.27-12.60 Benton Highway. Travel trailers.
FENCE SALE-Chain link
H78 x 14 or 15" 819.51+82 80 pickup camper, toppers. We also
fencing now on sale at Sears. Call
J78 x 14 or 15" - 819.70+82.89 rent campers by the week or
inand
licensed
1959,
FORD
free
for
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301
x 14 or 15" - $22.70+$3.13 weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489L78
transportation,
estimate. Expert installation also spected. Good
Armstrong's best line of 2303.
M31C
April 28C. $75.00. Motorola color portable
available.
television, one year old, $150.00. polyester glass belted whitewall
M30C tires.
.KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
DON'T merely brighten car- Phone 434-5800.
30+82.54 variety of pistols. Buy now while
F78 x 14 or 15" pets.. Blue Lustre them...no
you can still get them at
rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer• 14' ALUMINUM Jon boat, G78 x 14 or 15" - $20.89-+-$2.
- 821.98-442.96 reasonable prices. Country Boy
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five $100.00. Phone 753-0150.
M29C H78 x 14 or 15"
J78 x 14 or 15" - $22.43+83.02 Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
M31C
Points.
L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73+$3.13 from Hoplunsville, Junction 117
SIX MONTH old 12' wide x 54' two
Armstrong's best line of and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
FRYERS
RABBITS:
and
bedroom all electric Wheeler polyester steel belted whitewall p.m.
M31C
breeding stock. Reagan's Rabhome. Completely tires.
M30C mobile
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
equipped and furnished. Extra F78 x 14 or 15" - $23.13+$2.68 VA LOANS, no down payment for
nice. Set up and underpenned. G78 x 14 or 15" - $24.27+$2.87 qualified veteran 12 years to
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
See at number 21 Riviera Courts H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58+$3.1 pay. Drive on out almost to
Lonardo
plan
purchase
to
Rent
or contact Buddy Valentine.
Piano Company, across from
Armstrong Polyester glass Clarks River Bridge on Beltline
Priced $1600.00 below new
Post Office, Paris,Tenwide 70 series with raised Bank financing on spot Bill's
belted
A3P
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
M30C cost.
nessee.
white
15" - $23.01+$2.86 Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky,,
or
14
x
G70
ALUMINUM BOAT, 14', 20 H.P.
M31C
443-6150.
POOL TABLE, 8' long. Excellent Johnson, Trip trailer. Used twice H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 +-$3.09
Armstrong nylon glass belted
condition. Phone 753-6858. M3OP last year Extra clean. $550.00.
wide 60 series with raised white NEW 19" color Television, $299.96
Phone 753-4889
M3OP
letters.
while they last. Roby Sales, High16' PRO-Glasmate fishing boat
with 140 H.P Mercury motor, TALL BACK rocking chair, G60 x 14 or 15" - $2553483.18 way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May
- $28.44 +$3.66 2C
.
1972 model. Will sell motor
rly American; leather recliner 1,60 I 14 or 15"
ROBY SALES, Highway 68,
separately Phone 753-6995. M30C
ir, Phone 753-5933.
M30C
Benton, Ky.
M31C ORDER FRUIT trees now!
Dwarf, semi-dwarf and Standard
ru**************************1
HAY AND grain elevator, two fruit trees, plus shade trees.
row cultivator and wagon. Phone ornamental shrubs, roses, and
11530C berry plants Over 400 varieties
753-8090.
- BULLS or HEIFERS
MOBILE HOME, 1967 Embassy, Order now for Spring Planting
12' x 64', two bedrooms. Has Victor Olazahal. 1305 Poplar.
central heat and air, washer and phone 753-6051. Stark Bro's
From 1
to Weaning
M29C
dryer, two full baths, partly Nurseries.
offer
Best
around,
furnished.
For Further Information
$4,000.00. Also set of American TWO BLACK center mags with
Peoples Encyclopedias and tires, centers and lug nuts to fit
Chevrolet. 825 00. Phone 753Yamaha guitar. Phone 753M7SP
M29C 8428.
8407

Plaids, Stripes, Solids
LOTS of. . .
To Go With Them

To Wear With Your Baggies
Great Selection of

Spring Merchandise

Hi IM ES
JUST REDECORATED-1605 KIRKWOOD has new carpets,
new disposal, new dishwasher and new coat of paint. 3
bedrooms. 12 baths, large landscaped lot and a garage.
Good house, good neighborhood.
YOUR SEARCH ENDS HERE,IF you are looking for a home
in the Almo community. 3 bedrooms, well-equipped kitchen,
central electric heat, large lot. Located in Highland Oaks
Subdivision.
NO HEADACHES-FOR THE HOUSEWIFE in this easy to
care for home. Large family room-which means a happy
time for T.V. Excellent kitchen with compactor Lots of fresh
air. ('all for appointment
$25,000 WILL BUY THIS 3 bedroom brick at 810 Guthrie
Drive. Family room big enough for pool table and opens to
patio. Newly painted, central heat and air, carpeted, large
kitchen with built-Ms, 1 11 baths You can't build this much
house for the price.
414 SOUTH 8TH STREET-Bedroom hunters, here it is-7
bedrooms, large lot. Conveniently located. Some carpet.
Presently being remodeled
IlkE TO PAINT AND FIX UP, then set back to admire your
purchase' 816 North 19th Street has big rooms, very
spacious family room. 3 bedrooms, 1"2 baths A good price
Call now
LAKE
EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE Development Corporation. all for $1,800.00. Must see to appreciate''
SPRING'S HERE-FISH ARE BITING, Time to think about
t lake property.
WE HAVE TWO LAKEFRONT CABINS AT PANORAMA
SHORES.
11 ) $24,500.00 will buy the most beautiful view on Kentucky.
Lake, with 119 feet of waterfront, two bedroom home, carpeted, fireplace and furnished
( 2) A small lake front home nestled under tall pines Large
rooms, carpeted, central heat and air, built-ins in kitchen
This can be yours for $13,500.00
TVA FRONTAGE FOR THIS TWO BEDROOM cottage
Central heat and air, furniture includes color T V. You can
buy it for $12,500 00 On large lot in Panorama Shores.
WATERFRONT LOTS IN LAKEWAY AND PANORAMA,
priced from $2,000 to $7,800.
PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME!! Ideal for a
summer retreat. Large sun porch and has boat dock. Relax
and enjoy it!'
30 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE on Hopper Cemetery
Road. Great for a retirement home
INCOME PRODUCING
LARGE WELL KEPT THREE BEDROOM home, one block
from University. Extremely comfortabte Home has all
modern built-ins in kitchen, fireplace, tWo baths, carpets
Building in back produces $27000 monthly plus $100.00 from
upstairs. Ideal retirement income arrangement for
$45.000.00.
THREE APARTMENT BUILDINGS ON MILLER FOR
$34,000.00 One apartment has 2 bedrooms, other apartments
are one bedroom each. Closeness to University keeps them
rented constantly

College Shop

*

Week

Age

Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m.

ONE PAIR Beagles, male is THREE TRACK motorcycle
A31'
registered and has good trailer. Phone 489-2640.
markings. Prefer to sell pair
together. Also used automatic ROCKING HORSE and mater.
washer, neees repair. Phone 753- nay dresses, sizes 9 and 10' Also
!vim storm door and windows. Phone
6086.
753-5950.
M29C

ma§

USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. M30C

OUT OF TOWN--IN CAMELOT SUBDIVISION, Sherwood
Forest, Richland, Flagwell Manor, Oakdale, wooded lot or:
South 11th, Sycamore Extended, North 18th Street. Priced
from $1,100 to $9,000.
IN GATESBORO WE HAVE TWO Er
LOTS, complete
with basement already dug and steel beams on site Ar
chitect designed house plans go with lots. Bargain priced Al
$16,000.
SMALL TRACTS OF LAND
1/2 MILES SOUTH OF COLDWATER, 2 acres, $1,950 no
COLLEGE FARM ROAD, 412 acres, $3,750.00.
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, three acres, $3,900.
NORTH 16TH STREET near new elementary school, 4
acres. Priced at $8,000.
30 ACRES OF WOODED LANE)IN Little Oaks Area Pric#,,•
for $10,500. Land is going fast Buy now.
NSW )4ss<

xing,moc mialsoraliamaciork,

FOR SALE
SCOTTISH TERRIE
shed. AKC registei
and shots. Two
Phone 753-8569.
YARD SALE, Satu
31, all day at lfi
Clothes, all sizes,
and ends.
TRUCK LOAD sal'
Edison air conditi
BTU,$164.25. 17,000
20,000 BTU, $260.62
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,
Sales, Highway
Kentucky.
MOBILE HOME,
rushed, electric Is
lake property. Will
Need space for L
Phone 753-5209.

1968 RUNABOUT!
accessories, plus 60
motor and trailer. F
after 5:00p.m.

METAL DE FECII.
brands. Oldest dei
Jerry Hurnm, 1,
Drive, Paducah, Ph

21" MOWER, Brig
engine, $49 SI 5
Briggs & Stratton
reverse, $147.88. 5
mower, 25" cut
Stratton engine, t
riding mower, 30"
Stratton engine, 81
riding mower, 30"
Stratton engine, e
$399.95 Roby Sale).
Benton, Kentucky.

CHILDREN'S CU)
6, 10 and 12. Lady':
16 White shower
and medicine chest
sliding mirror doo
light fixtures, polt
and pole towel ra
white headboards,
twin or full size
chair. Phone 7539:00 a.m. and 9:00p

AUTOS I'OR

'70 Olds De

Custom, 2 doi
Steering and B
Conditioning, 39
one owner

'69 SS Ci

Turbo Hydrorn
Wheels, 24,000

'72 Hof

XL-250, 1 Ow
Milage, $250
Extras

Phone 75

PLYMOUTH 1971
power, air conditio
roof. Fancy inter
$1850.00. Phone 436

HOLSTEIN CALVES

LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES'
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
good depreciation, spend $585.00 from rentals per month
Located in the heart of Murray's busy area.
.....
2
LARGE LOT 75)039' ON CORNER OF lath & Olive, just
across street from University. Great location for you.

kiwoeix Asof "MAIM XIMAWANIIIKMMINSA AIX >OW AMIKAIM Mak AOC XMIX

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOTS of.

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

0

Y 757:19 16

Call
753-19

te

'7T

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

II II

Jle< ANKNIIpc Vow VOX Naboallis MIK >Wirx Mac311111016Mealens
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182-1.01EMBELEMEMBLAMENERIBIELE

Call
753-1916

THU KSDA Y -MARCH 29, 1973

Nil KHAN, KEN It

BOAT, MOTOR, trailer, 14'
Quachita Jon boat, 18 H.P
Johnson motor, Parisline trailer.
Price $425.00. AC trail bike,
$125.00. Phone 492-8425.
M29P

HOUSE
FOR SALE
The Murray Board of Education will offer
for sale the four ( I) room framed residence at
20:1 Irvan Street. Sealed bids will he received
,at the Board of Education Office until 7:00
p.m. April 12. 197:1. House to be removed from
lot by June I. 1973. Specifications and Bid
Forms are available at the Board of
Education Office. Poplar at Ninth. Murrav,
Kentucky.

DATSUN

OWNERS

BEAT THE HEAT!!

SPECIAL PRICE

COUGAR 1967 Xi
speed. Power
steering. Phone 7!
4:00 and 8:00p.m.

PONTIAC TEE,
custom, two doo
automatic, radio,
753-7242.

BUICK SKYLAB./
and air, vinyl toc
and new tires. I
after 8:00p.m.

CHEVROLET, 19
two door hardtof
the floor, 283, wt
vinyl top. Four E
chrome reverse
Phone 437-4269, af
p.m.

on

AIR CONDITIONING
Through April

6-Cylindi

Regular $340.00
NOW

$28000 Installed
MURRAY DATSUNI Inc.
604 South 12th

SPR

Phone 753-7114

Ini

FRE
with the
FR

Nor
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•Aw

Call
753-1916

Sell It With A Classified

A d 75C3a:I916

•
•
••••

FOR SALE

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SCOTTISH TERRIER pupa, non 970 TORINO GT, two door
shed. AKC registered, wormed
rdtop, power steering, power
and shots. Two months old. rakes, vinyl roof. Good conM31C ition. Reduced to $1250.00.
Phone 753-8569.
A2C
Phone 753-0310.
YARD SALE, Stiturday. March
31, all day at 1610 Catalina. 1962 FORD Galane. Good conClothes, all sizes, dishes, odds dition. Can be seen at 606 South
M31P 9th Street or phone 753and ends.
M29NC
3410.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 Btj/CK RINIEFtA, 1967 power
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,923100- teering power brakes, air
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, • nditioning, tilt steering wheel,
$285.00. 26,000 BTU,1318.40. Roby
yl roof. Can be seen at 641
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, uper Shell. Owner can be
May 2C
Kentucky.
reached through the station M30

12 Billfold
PHOTOGRAPHS
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'70 Olds Delta 88
Custom, 2 door, Power
Steering and Brakes, Air
Conditioning, 39,000 miles,
one owner

'69 SS Camora
Turbo Hydromatic, Rally
Wheela, KIHO Miles.

72 Honda
. .
XL-250, 1 Owner, Low
Milage, $250 Worth of
Extras.

96
a)

w'
rd
trd
es,
nd
es
ig
tr.

Phone 753-7736

LIP

Your Paper

Please Phone
Your

PLYMOUTH 1871 Fury III, full
power,air conditioning,and vinyl
roof. Fancy interior, like new
M31C
$1850.00. Phone 436-2368.

PONT I AC TEMPEST, 1965
custom, two door hardtop, V8
automatic, radio, $250.00. Phone
M29P
753-7242.

tot

(

M29C

CHEVROLET, 1966 Super Sport,
two door hardtop, automatic in
the floor, 283, white with black
vinyl top. Four Keystone mags,
chrome reverse, brand new.
Phone 437-4269, after 6:00
M29C
p.m

Meeting April 2-6
4:30 p.m. Night Service Only
Bro. Henry Hargis,
Minister
Bro. Jim Hurt, Singer
•••••••••••••••••

SPRING SPECIAL!!
8-Cylinder $ 1995
6-Cylinder $ 1 595

ENGINE TUNE-UP

Includes Plugs, Points, Condenser
50 Gallons of Chevron Gasoline
with the purchase of 4 Atlas Pacesetter Tires
8 Pack of 16-oz. Pepsi
with oil change and lube
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

FREE!
FREE!

Standard
North PointMayfield
Road
121 Bypass &

Fashion Mart

P7

SPORTSWEAR

Bill Houghton

Also Large Selection
of Swimwear

•
•

SENIOR GIRLS!!
Want to lose weight and surprise
your date? Get ready for
the Prom .
Go To

apie

Sharon's
....

•

Figure Salon
49288€:Hazel Itv

ING
STL
WRE
- KING OF SPORTS Calloway County High School Gym
Murray, Ky. — 8:15 p.m.

ISATURDAY, MAR. 311
Main Event

Giant Frazier & Sweet Daddy Watts
VS.

Kurt & Karl Von Brauner
MANAGED BY GENTLEMAN SAI I WEINGEROFF

GIRLS * GIRLS * GIRLS

Mae Weston vs. Marie Vagnone
Mike Pappas vs. Percy Pringle
Proceeds will be going to the Calloway County High School
"Band Uniform Fund "

Admission Gen. $2.00-Ringside-$3.00
Child Under 12-$1.00

Sponsored by Murray-Calloway Jaycees

Auctioneer John Randolph

MANAGER NEEDKD now.
Insurance managers opening in
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
ANTIQUE PIECES at Auction
SERVICES OFFERED
this area. No debit, no travel, no
March 31, rain or shine, 10:30
Whitnell,
507
p.m.,
1:00
March 31,
draw Salary, overwrite, exin , 12 miles northeast of
a
John Randolph Realty & Auction
receive
Agents
penses
Murray, Kentucky. Follow signs
HKAT won't stop—but Co. 753-8382
SUMMER
M30C
guaranteed Income, commission
off Highway 94, Murray Cadiz
your air conditioner will, if not
and vested renewals. Help in
Brown's
below
Highway,
properly. Call Morris
serviced
recruiUng,and training. We are
Sales & Service, AUCTION SAI.E, Saturday Grocery and from the HardinRefrigeration
an old line company in the upper
May2C March 31, 10 00 a.m , at the Aurora Highway, Smiles east of
753-7205.
5 per cent in size of all comThomas Watkins home, 1 1.1 miles Hardin at Unity Church.
panies. We have the most up to
northwest of Olive, Ky
Will sell refrigerator, stove,
date portfolios, consisting of life,
BROKE doirm? Going on a Will sell nice furniture; couch living and dining room furniture,
CAR
hospitalization and income
vacation' Business trip' Rent a and chair, odd occasional chairs, coffee and end tables, bedstead,
protection. For confidential innew Plymouth. Taylor Motors, accent tables, including one (hairs, metal cabinets. Etc). —
terviews send resumes to PerM31C mahogany corner table Two sink, cow bell, lanter, Victora,
753-1372.
sonnel Director, P.O. Box 220,
bookcase beds, springs and trunk, hall tree, treadle sewing
M29C
Benton, Ill. 62812.
mattresses, oak dining table with machine, safe, pictures, slide top
chairs, Jenny Lind bed, stone desk, harness, Fannall F12 steel
WANT A second income? For
churns, glass churn, camp stove, wheel tractor—motor no wood.
opportunity to work part time, set
kerosene lamps, nice cherry Clothes wringer, brass wash
own hours, have financial
china cabinet, lantern, old board, jugs, churn, barrel, wash
security. Phone 753-1470. April 5P
preserve stand, pink and green kettle, hand pump, feed mill,
depression glass, stone jugs and tractor and hand seeder, 2-14"
pitcher, dishes, and cookware of plows and 2 row planter (3 point
TELEPHONE SURVEYORS.
all kinds, electric deep fryer, hitch), rotary hoe, table saw,
Work from borne. Salary, No
skillet and knife, nice electric forge wheelbarrow, 2 wheel
selling 15 hours weekly. PerRemodehng
cook stove.
.t aikr, 1960 F800 Ford truck,
manent Send phone number
FREE ESTIMATE
Fishing equipment, tools of all excellent condition. Dump,
when writing to Advance Schools,
kinds. 1966 Ford LTD, four door, gravel. and 12' metal flat bed,
Inc., District Office Number 1516,
power and air. Mechanically some horse drawn tools, 100
715 West Franklin Street,
753-0961
good. 14' Richllne aluminum boat pieces good 10' tin and fence
Evansville, Indiana 47710. M29C
KNIGHT'S SHOP; lawn mower, with 18 H.P. Evinrude motor and posts.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan
tiller
repair, blacksmith work, trailer
HELPER
CARPENTER'S
This is just 8 partial Listing_ are building new home and gas
M29C welding. Gene Knight, Route 3
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
April 12F Will be a nice sale. For in- station on Highway 94, and
Phone 753-4035.
formation call Otto Chester's through Strout Real Estate
FOR A wonderful opportunity in
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn Agency of which Mr. Owen
on
FREE
spectic
ESTIMATE
or
sales work, either full time
Grove. Otto Chester Auctioneer, Billington of Southside Shopping
Phone
753tank
installation.
part time, call Paducah, KenAde- Center, Murray, Kentucky is in
TFC Dan Miller, Apprentice
tucky 442-2450 between 7:30 p.m 7850.
tioneer "It Pays To Sell The charge. They will offer this nice
Thomas
and 9:30 p.m., or write
M29C big 4 acre farm, small dwelling
Chester Way."
W. Settle, 223 Cedar Lane, WILL MOW Yards on south side
running water from a deep well,
Paducah, Kentucky 42001. M31C of town. Phone 753-3376 after 5:00 CAMPING EQUIPMENT, at large work shop, stock barn and
M31NC
p.m.
Auction March 31, 1:00 p.m., 507 crib, new goat fence around
Whitnell John Randolph Realty & farm. Some timber, balance in
LOST & FOUND
WILL DO housecleaning, five Auction Co. 753-8382.
M30C levelcd to rolling land ready for
days a week. References furcropping. Blacktop from farm,
:OST SMALL Pekingese, blonde, nished. Phone 753-0766.
M30C
connecting with town, university
in
old,
years
FOR RENT
.rsale dog, about 2
la':e area, churches, schools, and
I.ynn Grove area. Answers to JOHN'S REPAIR Service
it
-lame of Coco. Wearing gold Plumbing-electrical-roofing and .FURNISHED APARTMENTS, neighbors. Mr. Duncan thinks
this
early,
farm
offer
best
to
found
or
days
If
tag.
7534897
collar, no name
carpentry. Phone
living room, kitchen, bathroom
M31C 753-7625 nights.
TFC and shower and bath. One or two givii,g buyer chance to plan his
phone 435-5165.
farming operation and is planbedrooms. Zimmerman ApartWILL DO painting, interior or ments, South 16th Street, 753- ning to sell, but due to possible
act of nature and etc.,
exterior. By the job or hour. Free 6609.
SERVICES OFFERED
April 4NC un orseen
he reserves right to reject highest
estimates. Phone 4?7-4534 or 527bid. He is selling herd of 70
April 24Cr
9714.
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
FOUR ROOM, house, on 641 healthy bush goats and his 4 year
walls
carpets, furniture, floors,
squirrel hound.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & South, four miles from Murray. old redbone
ind specialities services. Call Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles Adults only. Phone 492-8356. M30C Terms on farm-20 per cent of
ervicemaster collect 247sale, balance with deed. Land
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
April 4C
333.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- FURNISHED TWO bedroom possession now, house reserve a
TFC apartment, wall to wall car- few weeks.
8837.
SOMEONE WHO has hog will
Not responsible for accidents.
peting, central heat and air.
night.
at
pick up garbage. Phone 474WILL CLEAN offices
Excellent location. Children O.K. Eats and drinks served. Douglas
giv
Can
M29C Experienced.
2259.
associate
No pets. Available March 1. Rent Shoemaker,
references. Phone 753-8237 afte
$140.00. Phone 753-4331. April 30C Shoemaker Auction & Livestock
M3ON
NEED YOUR personal car 5:30p.m.
Company in charge of sale.
cleaned up? Will do washing and
Phone 753-3375 Murray, Kenwaxing. Phone 753-0469 for in- WILL BREAK gardens and truck
M30C
tucky for information.
unfurnished
'BEDROOM
TWO
M29P patches. Phone 489-2651.
formation.
M30C
apartment, wall to wall carpeting, good location. No lease AUCTION SALE, Monday, April
required. $120.00 per month. 2, 1000 a.m., rain or shine, 4
Pest
and
KELLY'S TERMITE
SERVICE IS THE
April 26C miles southeast of Murray,
Phone 753-4331.
DIFFEREPICE
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Kentucky turn south off Highway
_
13th Street. "Every day you
TRY
121, (Murray—New Concord
delay lets bugs have their
US
Highway), at J.T. Todd Motor
TFC
way."
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
Sales, go to first left hand turn off
house in Hazel. Also furnished blacktop thence k 4 mile east to
CARROLL
apartment in Murray. Phone 753B.C. Dodd farm.
FOR ALL your additionsM28C
7333.
AGEN
VOLKSW
Will sell two row corn picker,
remodeling, residential or
A,tho,
800 Chestnut
Ideal, 65 H.P. Continental
corrunercial. New or old. Free
Murray, Ky.
FURNISHED ONE or two irrigation gas motor, 3 real good
TEC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Phone 753-8850
bedroom apartments for married four wheel grain trailers, two 47
couples. One block from college. Clipper seed cleaners 6 row
brush Phone 753-0469
WILL MAKE drapes. Phone 753- WILL DO trash and
M29P boom
equipment,
spray
A2C hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
0655.
cultipacker, rotary hoe and
TFC TWO BEDROOM house, water tractor seeder.
753-6130.
furnished. On concord Highway
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
MUSIC LESSONS—piano or SEAMIFSS ALUMINUM gutters 1-4 mile from i. y limits. Phone of sale. Phone 753-2716, Mr. Dodd
M30C for information.
voice. Qualified, experienced, manufactured and installed by 753-7143.
M31C
Atkins Gutter Installation,
MSU graduate. Phone 489M29P Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- TWO BEDROOM trailer, gas
2553.
APRIL 13NC furnace, carpeted throughout,
8992.
private lot. Extra nice. Also BEDROOM SUITE (Cherry) at
BULLDOZE* WORK, trucking,
private lot with garden space for Auction Mar% 31, 1:00 p.m., 507
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Service.
with gas and water hook Whitnell, John Randolph Realty
trailer
LOCKSMITH
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138, ROY'S
M30C
M30C & Auction Co. 753-8382.
TFC
492-9785.
Phone
up.
Paris, 642-6551
or 354-8161, after 500 p.m. TFC Phone

Complete Rome

by Douglas, Marc and
Queen Casual

•
•
Fashio n • Men's
One Rack
. SPORTSWEAR ▪ Mart
SHIRTS
and DRESSES
808 • $388
2 Price
• 1/
Chestnut.
oftroo,

ESTATE

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

Shipment of
w11111111"1"mil
111.111117
Spring Mix 8 Match

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
p.m. and
5:30
After
Until 6:30 p.m.

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ
Singing 2:30 p.m. April 1

Demin Bag/les

Have Arrived! $ 00

A7WieJe

First
If No Results:
Phone

.

More or Less
* Excellent Investment Property
* 5100 Ft. Highway Frontage
* Lake Barkley Water District
Terms: 20% Day of Sale, Balance Within 30 Days
Possession: Immediate
Selling Agent: THOMAS REAL

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

•Crop Tops

U 4 Pie ow

"UNTIL WE CAN FIND SOMETHING TO
DEMONSTRAIVAiSANST, LET15 TAKE A
WALK AROUND *THE ZOO "

503 Poplar

753-7278
0.••••••••••••••••••••
Power
1972.
SKYLARK,
BUICK
Gospel Meeting
and air, vinyl top. Low mileage
and Singing
and new tires. Phone 436-2348,
after 6.00 p.m.

•

1.ree
5

Love's Studio

753-1916
COUGAR 1967 XR-7, 239 three
speed. Power brakes and
steering. Phone 753443 1".41.Cen
A3C
4:00 and 8:00p.m.

M. W. THOMAS EST/T

311

Coll 753-2342
For Appointment

Paper Carrier

9C
ith
fit

Miss

Location: Ky. 139, 3 Miles South of Cadiz

200 ACRES

Teenagers and Adults
1 1 00 txtra

NOTICE

Effective April 1st
Dr. Denham's
office will be closed
all day Saturday
open Mon. thru Fri.
9-5.

ct;

Choice of Proofs
Babies & Children
to Age 12

FREE SERVICE on all Kirby
1971 GRAND Prix S.J., 27,000 vacuums over 5 years old. For
miles. Factory air, power win- appointment with authorized
dows, steering and brakes, tilt Kirby dealer Phone 753-0752 or
9 after 12 30 p.m. Offer
wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl
April I2C
roof. Pontiac rnags. Phone 753- good until April 7.

AUTOS FOR SALE

Saturday, March 31 - 10:00 a.m.

Only $595

21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton
engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller.
Briggs & Stratton engine, power
reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P riding
mower, 25" cut, Briggs & E118 or 753-9997
A2C
Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs &
Stratton engine, $323.95. 7 H.P. CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1967
riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & two door hardtop, automatic
Stratton engine, electric start, transmission, power brakes and
$399.95 Roby Sales Highway 68, steering, factory air conMay2C ditioning, 8650.00. 1968 Delmont
Benton, Kentucky.
Oldsmobile, two door hardtop,
CHILDREN'S CLOT'HES,sizes 5, power brakes and steering,
6, 10 and 12. Lady's clothes, size $725.00. Both good clean cars.
16. White shower stall, lavatory Will sell below wholesale price.
and medicine chest with light and Phone 753-2753 or see Glenn
A2C
sliding mirror doors, bathroom Starks at Almo Heights.
light fixtures, pole lamp, stool
and pole towel rack. Two twin
white headboards, bed frame,
NOTICE
twin or full size. T.V. stand,
chair. Phone 753-4487 between
M29C
9:00a.m. and 9:00p.m.

AUCTION SA I.r.

AUCTION

1

EASTER
SPECIAL
1 - 8x10 and

CHEVROLET IMPALA, 1970,
four door sedan. V8, automatic
transmission, power steering,
and brakes, radio, tinted glass all
around, white wall tires, deluxe
1968 RUNABOUT boat with all wheel covers. 10,500 miles. One
M30C
accessories, plus 60 H.P. Johnson owner. Phone 753-4028.
motor and trailer. Phone 753-3376
M31NC 1964 CORVETTE coupe. Serious
after 5:00p.m.
inquires only please. Phone 753M31P
METAL DETECTORS. Leading °741.
brands. Oldest dealer in area
Jerry Humm, 140 Edwards 1966 CHEVELLE SS 396. Excellent condition. Phone Pat Scott
Drive, Paducah. Phone 896A2P
M31P 753-7261 or 753-1688.
2186.

e,

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

View

ANNUAL

furMOBILE HOME,
nished, electric heat. Nice for
Lake property. Will sell cheap.
Need space for larger home.
M31C
Phone 753-5209.

En

Another

liii
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Keller Gives Program
At Methodist Men Meet
Dr. Howard Keller, professor
of Romantic and Slavic
Languages at Murray State
University, showed slides and
discussed his travels and
studies in Russia at a meeting of
the Methodist Men of First
United Methodist Church
Wednesday rught.
Dr. Keller spoke on Russian
churches as well as other
aspects of his travels in this
country He will spend July and
August in Russia on a research
grant.
New officers elected at the
meeting for next year are as
Watkins,
follows: Yancy
president; Orman Price, vicepresident; and Robbie Pebbles,
secretary-treasurer .
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Many Local Persons To
Attend WOW Convention

Mitchell Denies
Watergate Charges

Several Calloway Countians include a fellowhip coffee at 4
ForA spokesman for the Senate
WASHINGTON (AP
will
be delegates to the p.m., in Ballroom A, hosted by
MitN.
mer Atty. Can. John
committee would say only that
of the World Life the state Jurisdictional offices;
Woodman
McCord gave "a great deal of
chell dented today what he
Insurance Society's Kentucky and a 7 p.m. evening conclave,
called "slanderous and false information on a wide range of
Convention, when the delegates will hear a
Jurisdictional
statements" that he approved subjects.
1, 1973 at filmed report of the biennial
30-31,
Aprll
March
plans to wiretap the DemocratStauffer's Inn, Lousiville, ac- activities and progress of the
ic national headquarters.
cording to an announcement Society by National President
in
said
Post
The Washington
made today by James A. Nick T. Newberry. JurisdicAA Thursday editions that
iCostinued train Page ii
Parker, district manager of tional President Glenn Wooden,
James W. McCord Jr., a conMurray, will preside at the
WOW.
victed Watergate conspirator. of government in the New World
meeting.
the
from
attending
Delegates
said.
he
perceived,"
never
told a Senate subcoinnuttee L4iIS
The regular session of ti.e
county will be.
In his paper, entitled "InWednesday that his inConvention will open at 9 am ,
Cynthia
Vittitow,
Bonnie
form
View
The
dependence.
Mitconcerning
formation
Hart, Jeannie Lamb, Jean Saturday, with the introductan
chell came from G Gordon Britain," Dr. Peckham related
Richerson, Calista Clanton, of national and jurisdictional
the
Liddy, a former White House how Can. William Howe,
Birdie Parker, Edna Darnell, officers and guests. Secretary
encamped
commander
British
aide.
Turner, Jessie of State Stovall will give the
LaVanche
the
when
Island
Staten
on
Mitchell denied the accusaRoberta
Ward, James address of welcome, and Max
Wooden,
his
and
signed,
tion in a statement issued document was
B. Hurt, Kirksey, past
Selton, Allen Rose.
little
put
admiral,
the
brother,
the
for
committee
through the
president, will respond.
Trellis
C.
Seaford,
L.
Hendon,
Declaration.
the
on
importance
Re-election of President Nixon.
Memorial services eulogizing
Parker,
Burman
William
said,
he
view,"
their
Mitchell, a former chairman of - "It was
members of the
deceased
Floyd
A.
K.
Hendon,
Michael
the committee said in his state- "that it was an action that could
Butler, Robert L. Bazzell, Jurisdiction will be held at 1:30
a
was
it
rescinded;
be
easily
ment:
James A. Parker, Clifton E. p.m., Saturday. Loretta Jobs
''l deeply resent the slan- bargaining point that could be
Jones, Cooper Thomas and will preside.
derous and false statements withdrawn."
One of the highlights of the
Charley Townsend.
under
serving
Commanders
Wathe
about me concerning
Convention will come Saturday
Muuray
from
attending
Also
cues
their
took
evidently
tergate matter reported as them
and Calloway County will be at 3:15 p.m., when Trustee John
The membership drive of being based on hearsay and from their superiors and also
Glenn C. Wodden, State Robison presents the special
Calloway County Post 5638 leaked out of the Ervin com- treated the document and the
President, James L. Harmon, fraternal gift to the KenVeterans of Foreign Wars will mittee.
indifferently,
signing
news of its
MEMBERS OF the Cancer Committee of the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
Treasurer, Glenda Smith, tuckiaria Center for Education,
State
who
Those
15.
April
close on
"I have previously denied he noted.
distribute kits to volunteer workers in the Cancer Drive Left to right, are Mrs. Ewing Allbten,
Research.
and
Health
desire to become members any prior knowledge of, or in"It is astonishing how cancer chairman, and Miss Lorene SWIM], Memorials chairman; standing, Mrs. Garnettrdenes, Gerald Paschall and Loretta
Honorable Lorraine M. Golden,
Jobs.
should see Brown Tucker, or volvement in, the Watergate af- casually the Declaration was secretary,
Mrs. Walter Baker, Delta chairman, Mrs. J.D. Rayburn and Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher,
Registration for the more D.C., founder and Excutive
J.D. Williams, or call them at fair and I again reaffirm such first reported to official Lon- crusade co-chairmen, and Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson, director of public education.
250 delegates and officers, Administrator of Kentuckiana
than
home.
don," he said, explaining that
denials."
representing the 25,607 Ken- Center, will accept the gift.
Any eligible veteran is
in
Tryon
ex-Governor
8,
The special Senate committee on July
Mr. Crewe will be the speaker
tucky Members, will open on
welcome to become a member, that heard McCord's testimony New York wrote to Lord George
at
the Saturday evening
2
at
p.m.,
floor
mezzanine
the
be
Tucker said and the Post will
colonial
the
behind closed doors Wednesday Germain,
banquet, and the guests will
Friday.
pleased to process any ap- is headed by Sen. Sam J. Ervin secretary, and
Admiral
Speakers at the Convention hear entertainment by the
plication
Suldham wrote to the Admiralty
Jr., D-N.C.
the Honorabe Thelma L. Kentucky Arms. Awards will be
include
any
The Post, quoting Senate Office, but neither made
Secretary of State; announced for the Scrapbook
Stovall,
sources, said McCord testified reference to the momentous
Waylon Rayburn, Murray, Competition. Kentucky Lodge
fine,
$10
Several persons have been suspended license,
that Liddy told him Mitchell document.
best
National Watchman; John Units compete for
The first reaction of the press fined in the county court of $19.50 costs, state police.
approved plans and budget for
of
story
the
telling
Ill.,
scrapbook
Fairfield,
Robison,
C.
iCeatimed Crum Page
Fifty-five women of Murray
Mrs. Betty Vowell, cold
the Watergate operation in Feb- and public in Great Britain was Judge Robert 0. Miller. Those
National Director; and T. Guy their many fraternal, social and
attended
County
costs.
Calloway
$26.50
the
of
fine,
and
pleading guilty and fined were: checking, $10
third to Gaye Orr and Jame ruary 1972 while he was still at- contempt for the idealogy
Crewe, Omaha, Nebr., National civic activities. The first prize
Roger Hughes, speeding, 110 the kick-off coffee at the
Declaration expressed in its
Randy Lofton, Speeding, fine
torney general.
Washer
Treasurer
is a silver loving cup and $150;
Liddy, who has been de- opening, he said, because the of $10 suspended, $19.50 costs foie suspended, 119.50 costs Holiday Inn Tuesday morning.
Pre- convention activities will second prize, $75; third prize,
Anne Gregory and Allison
the
by
distributed
Britain
were
of
Kits
paid, state police.
engineer of the "stratified society"
paid, state police.
150.
Weaver took first place in the scribed as chief
Jerald Stewart, speeding, 110 co-chairwomen, Mrs. Aubrey
been convicted for could not comprehend such a
Patricia Oliver, speeding, $10
Final Sunday morning session
seventh-eighth grade geology wiretap, has
Rayburn
J.D.
Mrs.
and
equality.
as
Hatcher
platitude
fine
aims
incosts
$19.50
costs
suspended,
119.50
Watergate
fine suspended,
will hear reports on general
division, for the study of shale his part in the
the
for
made
British
plans
noticeable
final
and
paid, state police.
"Another
sentenced up to 20
paid, state police.
membership acitvities over the
and clay. Second place was a cident and
Stephen Cochran, D.W.I., 1973 Cancer Crusade scheduled
and fined -eaction was anger over the
Cheryl Stewart, speeding, 110
state and the membership
tie between Keith Cartwright years in prison
ngratitude of the colonies for fine, 119.50 costs, state police. amended to reckless driving, for the month of April. It is
servtce by the field force will be
and Belinda Suiter ; third place $40,000.
.mperial protection and empire
Alfonza Hicks, speeding $10 $100 fine, $14.50 costs, state hoped that most of the canvass
reported on by the two Kenand
went to Danrui Shipley
the
during
can be completed
opportunity," he said.
fine suspended, $19.50 costs police
tucky state managers, Harry C.
fourth place was a tie between
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